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Letterfrom
PuM*
In this age of c~computerization7~
and .ide
mographics" (heartless words), many
magazines, perhaps understandably, tend
to forget
- ihat thki~subscribers are real
people. At Kitg Lines w,e are still small
enough (or naive enough) to believe that
every name is a friend. We like to think
the feeling is reciprocal, that our publication improves your quality of life-helps
you, entertains you, shares with youlike a friend.
We are reminded of this every day by
the mail, telephone calls and visits, toosometimes from faraway lands.
In December 1985, Norbert and Michele
Velthuizen arrived in Texas from The
Netherlands for an extended trip through
the United States and to Japan. The pair
began with two recumbent bicycles (specially made by Nop), one bicycle trailer
and four kites (plus some necessities).
The first leg of their journey took
them to California where they left the
trailer, excess baggage and three kites.
Heading back east, they carried only one
kite: a Pelybox (Peter Lynn box kite),
which they used t o take aerial photo6
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graphs over the Grand Canyon.
From New York, the pair pedaled
south to Maryland and the Sunfest in
c a n C
in September, 1986. We
invited them to stop in Baltimore, where
we shared dinner, bottles of Grolsch beer
and lots of kite talk.
The next morning they were off to
Washington, DC and west again, ending in

San Francisco in January 1987. They will
be in Japan by the time this is printed.
Since their visit, we've had two delightful letters ( ' O h look, it's news from No,
and Michsle!") We look forward to hearing more about their trip. Then, no doubt,
we'll drink a toast to them with a cold
bottle of Grolsch!

Nap and Michele exit the Kite Lines driveway on their recumbent bikes carrying tent, tools and kite.

Fly the exciting,dazzling.. .
GRANDMASTER KITE
the ultimate
state-of-the-art in
sinale-line maneuverable
andfightingkites.

All des~gnscopyrightCGRANDMASTER KITES 1977

One-of-a-kind works of art. Each Grandmaster
Kite is individually hand-crafted and hand-painted
by a master kitemaker and flight-tested by a master
kiteflier. The color combinations of each design vary,
and new designs are constantly being added to the
collection. To maintain quality control, our present
production is limited to 3000 kites per year.
But the real joy of a Grandmaster Kite is in the
flying. When you get it up and are its master, you will
exult in its power - its gentleness - its instant response
to your will and artistry - its glorious colors and design
enhanced by its beauty of motion. Indian Champion
kitefliers have already pronounced the Grandmaster to
be the most responsive kite ever made, superior to the
fine-tuned fighter kites made in India. But because
each kite is made of MylarTM,
with a bow of fiberglass
rod and bamboo spine, Grandmaster Kites are as
nearly indestructible as technology permits.
The Grandmaster is produced in two models: the
Competition and the Fast. For the experienced flier, the
Competition or the Fast will cover all wind conditions.
For the novice flier we suggest beginning with the
Fast, then stepping up to the Competition when his or
her skills are developed. The two models are the same
in size (24x29) and appearance. Only the speed of
response varies.
The price: $21.00, plus $3.50 per kite for shipping
via UPS, insured. Individual kites are shipped in an attractive carry-box with handle-grip - your Grandmaster
goes where you go. Shipment guaranteed within 8 days
after receipt of your order.
Draw crowds with a Grandmaster! Order yours today!

To order, fill out form and send today to:

Dealer inquires invited.

GRANDMASTER" KITES

Note: Shipping charges apply to

USA and Canada only. For foreign
orders, lease remitt in US dollars and
add $I$W for Parcel Post Air Freight.

P.O. Box 276
Mifflinville, PA 18631
(Telephone: 717-759-3167)

Dear Sirs: Please send me the following GRANDMASTERm KITE(s):

Quantity

Fast or

Symmetrical or
asymmetrical
design preference

*Regular
price
each $21.00

(Please Print)
**Custom
order price
each $31.00

~
~
price

t

~

l

$3.50 shipping, handling and insurance, per kite
Grandmaster recommended line, 3-ply
waxed linen, 1000 feet $8.00 759 shipping.

+

Enclosed is my

q check or

OGrandmaster recommended
reel. $2.75 + 75s Shippincl.

money order made payable to Grandmaster Kites.

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

- STATE

ZIP

':'Regular orders will receive one of the illustrated designs or a new design.
':":'To custom order a specific design or specific colors, include $10.00 each in addition to the
regular charge and expect a delay in shipping time

Grandmaster Kites are sold with an
unconditional guarantee. If your Grandmaster does not come up to all of your
expectations,just return the kite to us
within 30 days for a total refund of
your $21.00.

letters
Nomenclature and Terminology
We would like to clarify some terminology
currently misused in the kite community:
the use of the word "graphlex" t o describe
filament wound fiberglass/epoxy tubing
manufactured by Glasforms, Inc.
A t one time, there was an arrow shaft
of specific composition called "Graphlex
XT," but it is n o longer produced. However, we continue t o manufacture the
tubing currently used in many of the
world's most popular kites. Using the
term "graphlex" t o generically describe
this tubing is a misnomer and implies the
use of graphite as part of the fiber reinforcement. While some of our products
employ carbon (graphite) fibers, most d o
not, due t o its significantly higher cost.
The correct term is filament wound
epoxy tubing. It is produced with the
same technology and machinery, but
varies in composition, number of plies,
length, etc.
We hope this information helps you
and your readers.
Jeffrey J. Lane
Glasforms, Inc.
San Jose, California
Eddy, Woglom and Beard (Part I)
Your Annotated Kite Bibliography lists a
book by Dan Beard ( T h e American B o y s
Handy B o o k , 1882) reprinted by Charles
E. Tuttle Co., with two chapters on kites.
It is unfortunate that the revised edition
of 1890 was not chosen t o be reprinted.
It has everything o n kites contained in
the 1882 edition plus a very interesting
addition on page 384 in the form of a letter from Rochester, New York, describing
a tailless two-stick bowed kite, obviously
a Malay, but called a "Holland kite."
Now Holland had colonized Malay for
several hundred years and it is probable
that the design of this kite was brought
home to the Netherlands and carried t o
America as their own by Hollanders who
came t o New York state.
It is obvious that neither Mr. Eddy nor
Mr. Woglom was a reader of Dan Beard's
book of 1890.
H. A. Spafford
St. Petersburg, Florida
Ed.: Indeed, the Tuttle reprint is of the
first edition, dated 1882, with 391 pages. A
reprint of the second edition, dated 1890,
with 441 pages, is available from: David R.
Godine Publishers, 306 Dartmouth Street,
Boston, MA 02116. The 5% x 7% inch

paperback is $9.95, plus postage.
The kite referred t o in the letter on
page 384 of the second edition is called
the "tailless Holland kite" by the letter
writer, but it is what we most often think
of as a "diamond" kite. The dimensions
are: height 4 feet, width 3 feet, with the
two spars intersecting 1 foot from the top.
The cross-stick is bowed "with strings attached to each end and tied a t the back."
We are unable t o proveldisprove Mr.
Spafford's theory that this kite came t o
America from Malaysia via Holland. We
know for a fact that Eddy did read Beard;
we are not so sure about Woglom.
Eddy, Woglom and Beard (Part 11)
The modern concept is that the Malay kite
is the Eddy, but I submit that the Holland
kite, as described in Dan Beard's book, also
had its origin in Malaysia.
The significant item is that the horizontal stick is bowed, which creates dihedral
and results in tailless flight. This effect
can be obtained with sticks of unequal
length and grezt variations in the point of
intersection.
I believe the Dutch colonists lifted the
idea from Malaysia and took it home t o
Holland. I feel that any two-stick kite
having the horizontal stick bowed should
be called a Malay t o honor the people who
discovered the dihedral principle. Eddy
and Woglom merely refined the idea.
I hope that Kite Lines will publish the
details concerning the Holland kite so
that the kite world can be informed of its
background. I feel sure that many kite
people will agree with m y conclusions.
H. A. Spafford
St. Petersburg, Florida
Dorrothy Likes Eddy
Many thanks t o Dan Leigh for his "Porous
Portable Parakite" (Spring 1986).
I've been experimenting with Eddys,
and his observation that they are "manifestly magical. ..archetypally mysterious"
is as true as it is poetic. In m y neck of the
woods, a properly made Eddy will fly
when no other kite will-under "no wind"
conditions.
My method of construction is: two
4-foot dowels (114-inch) crossed 1 / 6
down from the nose and a cover of
3/4-ounce ripstop. The cover is not stringbound, but should be quite taut. By careful adjustment of the mooring point, a
wide range of winds can be flown. Also,
the degree of bowing must be varied.

Leigh's observations on the virtues of
classic designs are well taken, and the
Eddy/WoglomlMalay configuration is one
to conjure with. My advice t o kite builders:
work slowly, work precisely, enjoy every
stitch. The kite will reward you.
J o h n L. Dorrothy
Bloomfield, New Jersey
Publisher to Publisher
I had the opportunity t o review a recent
issue of Kite Lines and was indeed impressed with the growth of the magazine.
It hardly seems possible that ten years
have gone by. From a very humble beginning, you have reason t o celebrate-as does
the rest of the kite community, for you
truly have been instrumental in its growth.
My best wishes for continued success.
Keep 'em flying.
Maurice Gherman, Publisher
H o b b y Merchandiser
Englishtown, New Jersey
Enraged in England
In reply t o your "editorial" letter about
the Jane Ambrose project (One Sky, One
World) in the Summer 1986 issue: your
patronizing drivel about the "purity" of
kiteflying got m y blood boiling.
It is all very well for you to sit in the
safety of fortress America and pontificate
about kiteflying being free of politics. In
Europe we are in the front line of a war
which has been waged on behalf of U.S.
capitalism for forty years. We don't want
your damn missiles here, and it is especially
hard t o stomach your wishy-washy liberal
nonsense about "protest being unfashionable and inappropriate" when YOU are
the cause of the strife in Europe.
Anyone with any sensitivity about
what is happening on this planet has t o
"demonstrate" and protest in any way
possible against a future under the shadow
of YOUR disgusting invention-the atom
bomb. Remember, if there is a nuclear
war, it ain't you in the USA who is going
t o bear the brunt of it. It is us in Europe.
YOU were the ones who dropped the
bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. YOU
are the ones who perpetrate the myth of
the "evils of communism" and push the
world t o the edge of Armageddon. What
is evil is the blind hedonistic view that
says kiteflying is reserved for the safe,
liberal, affluent middle-class Americans.
I assume your reference to "the late
60s" means that, like myself, you are a
product of the idealism that came out of
WINTEII-SPRING 1987
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ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22207
(703) 276-7620

Letters
. .

Continued

student protests and you once had some
political awareness. Time and creeping
affluence have obviously turned you
(along with most old hippies) from YIPPY
t o YUPPY. Judging by the advertisements
for ludicrously expensive kites in your
glossy magazine, your main appeal is t o
the hedonistic, coke-sniffing, yuppy gogetters in California.
If you were true t o your ideals of
"purity" and "unity" and the beauty
of structures that colour the sky, then
you would refuse t o carry ads like the
one for the High Fly Kite Company and
its travesty of the Shirone Rokkaku with
the stars and stripes on it. You also carry
a most offensive ad for Jane Ambrose's
company Sky Scrapers. It shows a woman
in provocative pose-with no relevance a t
all t o flying kites. What has a large-breasted
woman got t o do with kites? I can only
conclude that, like most Americans, you
are content t o take the money and run.
Fair enough, but don't give us this rubbish about "purity" and "politics-free."
Nothing in the world is free from politics. Kites are a medium available t o all
for projecting messages t o large numbers
of people. In many countries (communist
or capitalist) they are one of the few
possible avenues of protest left.
I have built a large number of kites for
protests. I have plans t o build more kites
with strong political messages, including
FLY KITES NOT ROCKETS. If that offends your liberal sensibilities then, in the
most derogatory sense, GO FLY A KITE!
Phil Manchester
~ o l c h e s t e r United
,
Kingdom
P.S. I shall not be buying your reactionary
publication in the future.

Y o u are invited to write letters for this
column and reply to them through our
forwarding service. A n y letter to Kite
Lines may be considered for publication,
so please state "not for publication" if
you want no doubt to be left about it.
Write t o : Kite Lines, 7106 Campfield
Road, Baltimore, M D 21207-4699, USA.
CORRECTION
In the Summer 1986 issue we reported
that Benn Blinn, before his death, gave
$10,000 t o the Central Ohio Kitefliers
Association. This was n o t correct. Hegave
the money t o the American Kitefliers Association. Initially, he intended it be used
only in Ohio, but later changed his mind,
allowing the gift t o be used anywhere. We
thank Betty Makey for this and other information regarding Benn Blinn.
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How Small is Small?

by a significant amount.

good eyes, adequate lighting, a

lift. The amount of lift must be
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bundles of very thin polyester
fibers with no twist that can be
pulled o u t of a bundle singly. The
one trouble with this type of line
is that it is so fine, perhaps 0.0002
inch in diameter, that it is often
difficult t o see. (Not only is it
hard for you, the kite builder and
flier, t o see, but spectators usually
won't realize that a line is there
and will walk right into it.)
Adhesives
If you are using Mylar film as recommended for your small kite's
sail, you will have trouble getting
most adhesives t o stick t o it. Contact or rubber cement will work
with most plastics, but they are
generally too thick for our use
and will need to be thinned down.
We do this to avoid adding unnecessary weight and
make application easier. Five t o 1 0 parts
thinner
One part glue works
well o n spars and thin film sails.
For some kinds of work with
boron you may want t o use cyanoacrylate glue. It is available under
brand names such as "Hot Stuff,"
"Super Glue" or "Krazy Glue."
Tools
You will need only very few and
basic tools. Some good tweezers
are required to hold the boron. A
double-edged razor blade of the
old carbon steel type (that snaps
when it breaks instead of bending
like the stainless steel type) is best
for cutting Mylar.
Two desirable things that make
it easier t o build small kites are
good lighting and a magnifying
glass.
.
Construction Techniques
You will need t o develop some
skills far different from those
used in making normal-size kites.
This is because the physical characteristics of the materials are unusual and the pieces are so small.
The steps outlined below can be
followed in making a variety of
small two-dimensional kites. Read
the instructions through a few
times before you begin the actual
construction.
1. Draw your full-size plan for
the kite outline and spar locations
o n plain white paper with a sharp
pencil. Have in readiness a pattern
t o trace for decorating the kite.
2. Into a piece of thin stiff
cardboard, cut an opening that
will give about a quarter-inch
clearance all around the kite plan.
3. For the sail, cut a piece of
film slightly larger than the opening in the cardboard.
4. Put several small drops of
rubber cement (full strength)
around the edge of the opening in
the cardboard.
5. Place the film over the opening and touch it lightly t o the
cement drops.
6. Remove the wrinkles from
the film by lifting the appropriate
14
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edges one at a time and tacking
them down again, applying light
tension to the film.
7. Trace the outline of the kite
from the plan t o the sail with permanent ink marker.
8. Position the kite sail outline
over the decoration pattern and
then color the sail film.
9. Turn the cardboard over and
again center the sail over the kite
plan. You will put the spars o n
the opposite side because rubber
cement can dissolve marker inks.
10.Cut the spars t o length, being
as accurate as possible. (See drawing for detail.)
11.Glue the spars t o the sail by
applying very thin rubber or contact cement t o the spars and then
placing the spars, using tweezers,
in oosition on the sail.
i2.Cut the sail by using a very
sharp razor blade guided by a ruler
to cut the film along the outline.
Be careful because a dull razor
blade will snag the film and develop a tear,
13.Add a dihedral angle to the
two cross spar pieces of boron
where they join in a hinge at the
center by propping up one edge
of the sail and applying a small
drop of cyanoacrylate glue t o
hold it. Do not apply the glue
directly from the container, but
use the tip of a straight pin t o
pick up a small drop and use that.
Repeat several times if necessary.
Humidity (breathing o n it) helps
it cure.
14.Tie a simple knot near the
end of the flying line.
15.Prior t o attaching the line t o
the kite. stick a oiece of frosted
tape (about 'I,, x ',.inches) across
the line next t o t h e knot o n the
long side of the line.
16.With a pair of tweezers, place
the tape (with the line) at the
bridle point o n the face of the
kite. Use minimum pressure o n
the tape.
17.Test fly the kite on about
two feet of line b y moving your
arm back and forth. Move the
bridle point down if the kite oscillates from side t o side. Move the
bridle point up if the kite dives t o
one side.
18.Repeat step 1 7 until the kite
flies properly, then tack down the
tape securely t o the line o n the
sail.
19.Measure off about three t o
six feet of flying line, then wind it
on a reel.
2O.Put the kite in a suitable safe
box for storage (with the reel).
Boron and Safety Precautions
Boron fiber is very strong and
very brittle. It cannot be cut the
way wood, plastic or other common materials are cut. It has t o be
broken the way you would break
a thin, brittle glass rod. Because of
these characteristics, boron must
be handled with great care. It could

be compared t o a thin needlk that
can easily penetrate human 'skin.
When you break a piece of boron
t o a desired length, instead of ending up with two pieces you will
usually have three. The third piece
is a very small length about '/,'/,,t o 'la -inch long that comes from
in between the two main pieces.
This small third piece must be
captured so it will not cause
trouble by entering your body.
A Procedure for Breaking Boron
A piece of transparent tape should
be placed o n the boron in the
region where it is t o be broken.
The tape should enclose the boron so that when it is "snapped"
all three pieces will be held in the
tape. You can mark the spot where
the boron is t o be broken with a
permanent ink marker. Grip the
tape at the mark with a good pair
of tweezers. Push down o n the
tape (and boron) at the tweezer tip
until the boron breaks. The pieces
can then be pulled o u t of the tape.
It takes some effort t o get the
boron o u t of the tape. Be patient,
keep pulling and be careful t o pull
along the axis of the boron.
TRANSPARENT

' ' 3 '

,-TAPE

I

MARK WHERE BORON
I S TO BE BROKEN

Reels
Each small kite should have its
own flying line and reel. It is too
much trouble t o reconnect the
line each time you want t o fly a
different kite. The extra attaching
knotwork also adds extra weight.
The reel doesn't have t o be very
large because so little line will be
stored o n it.
A suggestion for a very simple
reel is this: Make it from a piece
of '/a-inch-thick expanded polystyrene (from one of those foam trays
that hold meat and fruit in the
stores). A 311 x 111 reel is a good
size t o start with, but it should be
able t o fit into the container that
stores your small kite. A skewer
of bamboo about '/le -inch in diameter and about three inches long
placed in the center of the foam
will give you something t o hold
when reeling line. A hole for the
bamboo can be made in the foam
using a long sewing needle. After
it is in place, the bamboo can be
glued t o the foam with white glue.

-

Storage Containers
Because small kites are so light
and fragile, they should be stored
in suitable protective containers
when they are not being flown.
Start looking early for your container, which can be cardboard,
wood, metal o r plastic as long as

it is big enough t o hold the kite
and reel and is relatively airtight.
Clear plastic boxes are nice because
you can see exactly what is inside
them. More than one kite can be
stored in a box. It is advisable
that some means be used to hold
the reel in place t o prevent it
from darnaging the kite.
Flying
If you have made a good small
kite (with a low sail loading and
the surfaces not badly distorted),
you should be able t o fly it with
just a little practice.
A two-foot length of line is sufficient t o start flying. Hold the
reel in your hand and your hand
off t o the side of your body so
the kite will be moving in a clear
air stream. These kites can requirc
less than one mile-per-hour air
speed, so begin walking forward
slowly and watch t o see if the kite
rises. Move faster until the kite
rises over your hand. Slightly faster o r slower movement will make
the kite rise or fall and give you a
feel for how much wind speed is
necessary t o keep the kite flying.
With more practice, you can fly
a small kite while you are standing
still or sitting down just by moving your arm back and forth. T o
turn the kite, you have t o speed
up your arm at midstroke and
drop your hand, causing the kite
t o overfly your hand. Give the
kite some slack and do a quick
180-degree turn so the kite is ready
t o start moving back in the opposite direction. It may be easier if
you mount the reel and line o n a
three- o r four-foot dowel. Then
you can fly your kite just by moving your wrist.
The contents of
Charlie's 3-inch
kite book: 1.
a Use the lightest materials
available.
2. Use no
more material
n is necessary.
3. Keep them L I G H T !

Suppliers List
Mylar and boron: Ray Harlan, 1 5
Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland, MA
01778, 6171358-401 3 (evenings);
or Model Research Laboratories,
Curt Stevens, 25108 Marguerite
Pkwy., B-160, Mission Viejo, CA
92692,7141240-8404 (after7p.m.)
Mylar: Micro-X Products, Inc.,
Gerald Skrjanc, P.O. Box 1063,
Lorain, OH 44055, 2161282-8354
(evenings)
Carbon steel razor blades and
boron: Jim Jones, 3663 1 Ledgestone, Mt. Clemens, MI 48043,
3 131791-0651 (evenings)
Nylon monofilament (paintbrush
bristles) information and samples:
Kite Lines, 7106 Campfield Rd.,Baltimore, MD 21207, 3011484-6287.0

inet-maker q d t y and engineering from Vicent Ge
r and woodworker: Reels built to heavy-dutyneeds.

Chesapeake
I

Chesapeake
I1

for light to
moderate winds
without body bar
$59 + $4.50
packing & shipping

for moderate to
heavy
winds
with body bar
$64 + $4.50
packing & shipping

Large diameter central core and extension handles give you a power
ratio of 2:l.
Line guide lets you watch the kite instead of the reel.
Dynamic balance gives you smooth turning on oilite bronze bearings.
Brake lets you pay out line at your own speed, as the wind dictates.
Fast release and wind-up is great for tumbling kites.

Chesapeake.

I11
for heavy winds
large kites
andwith body bar
$119 + $6.50
packing & shipping

Tie-down hole secures end of your line.
Design permits use by right- or left-handed flier.
Selected solid rock maple treated with Watco tung oil will withstand
the compression of your nylon line.
Body bar (on Chesapeake I1 and 111) lets you brace against waist or hip,
can even be foot-held on the ground. Chesapeake 11's bar detaches for
transport or use of reel in lighter winds.

The Chesapeake I and I1 Reels hold over 1,000 feet of 100-lb-testline,have an average Id-inch take-up
oer
- turn.
The Chesapeake I11 Reel holds 1,000 feet of 200-lb-testline, has an average 30-inch take-up per
turn. The 111's disks are fabricated from 9-ply African mahogany marine plywood -bulletproof treated with Watco tung oil.
For Chesapeake I1 and 111, send us your shirtsleeve length and we will custom-size the post for you.
All shipments in 2 weeks. Money cheerfully refundedwithin 30 days.
WARRANTED against breakage for 2full years. Md. residents add 5%sales taw
r

INTERNATIONAL
CONNECTIONS
-835 WELDON RD.
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93109

(805)963-2964

-
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Easton, MD 21601
301-822-5916

Whats New:
Kites, Books, Sundries
By Me1 Govig and A. Pete Ianuzzi
BELL MEETS WALDOF

Like all of Professor Waldof's previous
creations, his Tetrahedral is an impressive
demonstration of ingenuity. First, he has
adopted internal bracing rather than external, which makes the kite lighter.
Also, the way the Waldof is tensioned
with a "floating" cord is, to my knowledge, unique.
I have always admired the Professor's
ability t o marry materials and designs to
economize on the former while enhancing
the latter. In this case, some of his ingenuity seems to be a misplaced devotion t o
unusual solutions. Yet it all comes together in the final product as a lightweight,
flyable tetra. If you have tried to make
your own tetrahedral or fooled with one
of those plastic models popular 1 0 years
ago, you will appreciate the sophistication
of this new version.
The set we tested had part of the assembly completed, but inserting the spars
and connecting the cells are left to the
flier's skills and the instructions. (The
Professor would do well to reduce the
wordiness and add illustrations to future
instructions.) It took two of us nearly 20
minutes t o assemble a four-cell tetra. (A

the package containing the Omega Edo,
we expected to find a large number of
long bridle lines and we half expected t o
find them tangled. We did, and were not
disappointed. We also expected to adjust
the bridles once we were on the field. We
did not, and were not disappointed.
The innovative design of the kite coordinates the spar sleeves with the stitching
of the geometric patterns that are the
trademark of this collection. Also, the
choice of 3/16" diameter fiberglass rods
and the distribution of the bridles is a
very workable combination of weight,
strength and flexibility.
The bow lines have little aluminum
line tensioners and they work well. The
Edo's reputation for complexity has met
a master at making the design easy to
transport, assemble and fly.
The kite carries a "big" presence in the
sky, but its pull is very light-like a delta's.
Tails are supplied, but we had light air and
flew without them. The long bridles provide some stabilizing drag. If you fly tailOMEGA E D 0
less and the winds drop, pull in the line
I have made and flown quite a number of fast-or the kite will drift, even to the exlarge Edo kites-and so has Pete Ianuzzi. treme of curling up on itself dramatically.
We are used to them. So when we opened
There may be some question as to
whether Reza Ragheb (who makes the
Omega kites) is as much the artist in his
patterns as George Peters. (It was George
who used to supply Reza with kites of
this striking style. When George stopped
offering his kites to retailers, Reza decided t o produce similar kites to satisfy
the demand, though it is a small one and
each kite is made to order.) However,
there is no question about Reza's craftsmanship: it is excellent.
Pete Ianuzzi thinks that this particular
Edo looks a bit too "busy." I find the
From top left,
Persian rug effect appropriate t o the
clockwise: the
maker
and t o Japan's Edo genre of
Professor Waldof
"paintings
in the sky9'-a different look
a
Tetrahedral from
-M.G./A.P.I.
but an identical outlook.
rear view shows its

10-cell model is also available.)
The next assembly will take less time
because part of the structure does not
have to be undone for breakdown. The
kite stows flat in a neat triangular bag.
In strong winds, you can expect the
tetra to fly at 45-50 degrees. Don't expect
it to stunt around the sky-such behavior
is not in its nature. Be pleased, as we were,
that this is a tetra you can pull into the
air and keep up by gentle tugging in
winds below five miles per hour.
Thanks to the forgiving flexible frame
of the Professor Waldof Tetrahedral, the
kite actually bounces when dropped
lightly on the ground. We first noticed
this behavior at launch, when the kite
went up, came down for a take-off hop
and then bounced back up again-much
to our surprise and pleasure. It's not a kite
that will collapse on you. Rewarding it is,
but we warn you: the Professor's latest is
not a kite for timid souls of the pop-itout-of-the-package-and-fly-it school.
pM.G.IA.P.1.

internal structure;
the Omega Edo
drags its long bridles
in the wind;
the Super Reflex
and the Reflex
by Controvento
present one view
each of the many
faces they possess.
20
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REFLEX REFLECTIONS

Since the article in Kite Lines eight years
ago introduced us t o Stephen Robinson's
Facet kite (Winter 1979-80 issue), kiters
have experimented with ingenious assemblies, surprising sail shapes, clever connectors and myriad visual effects. Of all the

international

Fokker Kite Festival
Scheveningen june 12,13,14,19s7
The world's second-largest kite festival is held on the sandy beaches o f Holland's
finest seaside resort - Scheveningen - next to the Royal Residence, The Hague.

1
s
) .... . ........
June 12.

.

June 13 a M 14

..

Hotel Package Available

.The International Kite Symposium, a mutual exchange of information among kitefliers
from around the world. Lectures i n English about new materials, kite systems,
construction techniques, flying and weather conditions.
. . . .The International Kite Festival with participants from the United States, Japan, France,
England, Germany, Belgium, Italy, Denmark and Ireland. Highlights include super kites
up t o 4500 square feet, cultural kites from Japan, Cody manlifting kites, camera systems,
kite trains, stunt kites, mini kites, etc.
. . .A three-night hotel package at the Badhotel is available, including attendance at the Kite
Symposium and meals.

. ..

If you are interested in coming t o beautiful Scheveningen for the kite festival, send
us the coupon below. We will mail you more details, entry form and hotel information.
For flight schedules, contact your travel agent or KLM Royal Dutch Airlines.
Mail coupon to:
Vlieger Op
Gerard van der Loo
Weteringkade 5a
2515 AK den Haag
Holland
Telephone 070-85 85 86

,-----------------------------

I
I

Please send me further information about the
INTERNATIONAL FOKKER KITE FESTIVAL SCHEVENINGEN 1987

1
II

Address

I

City, State, Zipcode

Name
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Facet variations on the market, the
Reflex and Super Reflex from Controvento in Italy are among the best made,
most attractive in the air and easiest t o
assemble and fly. Unlike other Facets,
they have very taut leading edges and d o
not deform at higher wind speeds. The
open center of the design helps achieve
improved performance while producing
interesting geometry in flight. Maurizio
Angeletti has given us the least Facet-like
Facet of all-in always pleasing colors.
The Super Reflex differs from the

Reflex as the Facet differs from the Corner
kite-more cell divisions and wings. The
Reflex has 12 wings within its hexagonal
exoskeleton. The s u p e r Reflex contains
an additional 24 winglets.
There is little difference in the performance of the two kites-except for
one unusual trait. The Reflex takes to the
air with a roar like an oriental hummer;
the Super Reflex-for what reason I don't
know-is quiet as an owl.
Although these kites d o not tumble,
they can be made to go from side to side.
They glide to earth in a see-saw pattern,
rather than end-over-end.
Assembly of the Reflexes is simple,

accomplished by inserting the six spars
around the periphery, one at a time. A
clever vertical tensioning system helps
you adjust the sail to differences in air
moisture.
Maurizio complains (but is grateful)
that he is still able to handle all production
of his kites himself. He complains that the
orders are not yet enough to allow him to
hire out the &wing a& assembly; he is
grateful that he does not have t o become
now is the time to get a
Reflex, when the personal
-M.G.

DATA CHART
Shape
Name of Kite

Retail
Price

Dimensions
(inches)

Weight Major
(ounces) Components

148.00

46 x 56 x 46

20.0

136.00

4 6 x 53 x 57

Waldof
Tetrahedral

Controvento
Super
Reflex

Portability

Assembly
Time

ripstop nylon,
fiberglass rods,
fiberglass tubes

G

30 minutes

ripstop nylon,
rarnin dowels,
fiberglass tubes

E

1 minute

Durability

E

Wind
Range

6-25

Ease of
Launch

G

Skill
Level

I-S

NOTE: Retail price (in US dollars) is"advertisedV or "suggested."Wind range (in mph) covers minimum and maximum speeds deemed suitable by our
evaluators. Skill Levels are: N-Novice, I-Intermediate, S-Skilled. Other ratings are: P-Poor, F-Fair, GGood, VG-Very Good, E-Excellent. Dimensions
(in inches) are in the following order: height x width x depth. Measurements and drawings were made with the kite upright on the floor facing the viewer.

LOOK - BUT DON'T READ
Kite Flight: Complete easy-to-follow instructions for making 40 different kites,
by Jack Botermans and Alice Weve (New
York: Henry Holt, 1986), softcover, 119
pages, $9.95.
Originally published in The Netherlands
under the title Vliegers maken (De Meern:
Plenary Publications International, 1986),
softcover, 119 pages, price unknown.
Published simultaneously in West Germany as Drachenmodelle zum selberbauen
(Munchen: Heinrich Hugendubel Verlag,
1986), softcover, 119 pages, DM18.50.
Books-like so many things-are built
of details, the little things that must be
pulled together to make a coherent whole.
A few flaws will pass, but many flaws will
bring the house down.
Kite Flight's flaws start with the title.
The book is not complete, is not easy t o
follow and does not even contain 4 0 kites
(24 is the true number). The book's faults
are so many and obvious that they should
produce immediate distrust by kiters. I
worry only for those who might be se22
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duced by the book's veneer of professionalism and discover its problems too late,
say in the middle of several yards of expensive ripstop nylon partly cut up.
The errors in Kite Flight are a particular shame because the quintet that created
the book put a lot of talent into it: Jack
Botermans laid out the book-attractively,
Alice Weve made the kites-neatly, David
van Dijk took the photographs-competently, and Toon van der Struijk did the
drawings-skillfully. Only the text, by Rob
van den Dobbelsteen is disappointing.
But the text must fulfill the expectations raised by the other parts. Pictures
alone will not lead you from one step t o
the next in making a kite.
One of this book's worst annoyances is
the literal conversion of metric t o U.S.
measures. A kite that is said to be "1.1 x
0.8 yards tall" or built of "dowls" (sic)
"0.3- inch diameter" needs another translator. Personally, I would rather have the
plain metric original.
However, indication of sizes, in any
measure, is rare in this book. articular

sins are the absence of cross section for
spars and the omission of any dimensions
or angles from the drawings. Too much is
asked of even an expert kitemaker.
The wording of the instructions often
is vague, inconsistent, incomplete-in
short, confusing. As for research, it pains
me t o read that "The Facet appeared out
of nowhere from one day to the next. No
one knows who invented it. . ." when this
kite was clearly documented in Kite Lines
(Winter 1979-80) as the design of Stephen
Robinson of England.
Some of the blunders are funny: "paper
folded into a harmonica shape" (accordion?), and the Dutch flag colors on the
Nagasaki hata-orange, white and blue!
Other statements are baffling. I have yet
to figure out how the tape suggested for
hemming a Cody kite "should be stitched
on when the fabric is stretched on the
frame." But I can't laugh away the text
for the "Classic Kite" (Eddy or diamond)
when it never shows how the kite is
bowed or explains that either bowing or a
tail is critical to its flight. And the bridle
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a father who makes kites for his son until
the son grows up and leaves home. It is a
parable about attachments and letting go,
is that abominable one, attached to the poetically written, but the illustrations
are the most appealing part of the book.
extreme fore and aft tips of the kite.
The skillfully drafted pictures are rich
Untidy organization puts the use of
a soldering iron and staple gun with the in detail and lush in color. The different
"Classic Kite" and parafoil, respectively, kites on each page are imaginative designs
rather than in the tool section in front; that mostly look as if they would not fly,
one should not have to find these tools but they are certainly inspirational. How
accidentally under the instructions for we wish they could fly!
Here are a few more which we think
particular kites.
Speaking of tools, there are many are worth adding to a collection of betshown in an attractive photograph-but
ter children's kite story books (in chronothe accompanying list doesn't match the logical order): The Dragon Kite by Nancy
items shown. Likewise the pages devoted Luenn, illustrated by Michael Hague, 1982;
to flying line show a row of different The Emperor and the Kite by Jane Yolen,
types and weight-tests, but the captions illustrated by Ed Young, 1967; Lee Lan
for them are completely out of order.
Flies the Dragon Kite by Ralph Hermanns,
These examples of the many mistakes 1962; Anatole Over Paris by Eve Titus, ilmay make it seem that the translation is lustrated by Paul Galdone, 1961 ; Curious
the main fault. It must have been awarded George Flies A Kite by Margaret Rey, ilto the lowest bidder; many adult Dutch lustrated by H. A. Rey, 1958; and an old
speak good English, including Alice Weve, treasure, The Kite Book by B. Cory
-V.G.
who apparently had nothing to do with Kilvert, 1909.
the writing. She probably was a source of
information, but it sounds as if her words ANGELETTI ENCORE
were dumped out of tape recordings made Costruire Aquiloni by Maurizio Angeletti
on the beach at the Scheveningen kite (Milan, Italy: Gammalibri, 1986), 212
festival. We can't just blame the translator; pages (13 pages in color), softcover, in
the small bibliography reflects the lack of Italian; 20,000 Lire (about $14.50).
When Maurizio Angeletti told us about
research.
Some kite books have suggested that his first kite book, I Colori del Vento (see
kites have "endless possibilities." True as Kite Lines, Spring 1985), he apologized
this is, I've come to suspect that when a for its high price-80,000 lire ($42.00 in
writer resorts to saying it, he or she is June 1984). The publisher had produced
admitting to having run out of ideas. This a large, glossy, colorful hardcover, but the
book talks about "endless possibilities" book sold poorly and soon fell into outseveral times. If that doesn't wear you of-print limbo.
thin, the patronizing tone will do it, as in
Suddenly, two years later, the book is
"You can see yourself how easy this back-sort of-as a paperback, revised,
Tetra kite is to fly. . ." or "As any techni- condensed, re-titled and priced at 20,000
cally minded person will know, a rigid lire ($14.00 in June 1986).
cross connection is the opposite of a
In their efforts to economize, the ediflexible cross connection."
tors at Gammalibri have stripped the oriInadequate research, imprecise writing ginal work to the bare bones. They have
and poor translating are bad enough, but deleted or rearranged portions of the
the patronizing tone of Kite Flight puts book to fit the budget of some mytholothe finishing touch of rot on it and makes gical Italian kiteflier. Whereas the original
this book torture to read.
contained 78 color photographs, the cutPerhaps five people should not work rate' edition has only 13. The excellent
on one book. Because without a control- three-page bibliography is gone (replaced
ling manager, a dictator of details, the by advertisements for other Gammalibri
final product belongs to no one and books). Many of the original illustrations
-V.G.
rewards no one.
have been cropped or reduced to fit the
smaller format of the new edition. Sadly,
CHARMERS FOR CHILDREN
this low-budget copy lacks the glow of
Kite Flier by Dennis Haseley, illustrated I Colori del Vento. Happily, it does not
by David Wiesner (New York: Four Winds lack the guts of the original.
Costruire Aquiloni contains plans for
Press, Macmillan, 1986), hardcover, unabout three dozen kites: the usual ones
paged (31 pages), $13.95.
For those of us (myself included) who (sled, diamond, barn door, delta) plus a
collect such things or appreciate beautiful few with Angeletti's personal stamp (like
books, here is a new and charming chil- his doppia stella and fiocco di neve).
Maurizio Angeletti not only loves kites,
dren's kite story book. Kite Flier tells of
24
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he knows them, and is obsessed with their
proper bridling and detailing. If you have
flown or admired any of Maurizio's kites,
you will want to have a copy of his book
-even in the bargain edition, even if you
-L.M.C.
don't read Italian.
TAKO KICHI HEAVEN
Tako (Kites) by Tsutomu Hiroi (Tokyo:
Mainichi Shimbunsha, 1973), in Japanese,
hardcover (boxed), 182 pages, Y 6,500.
Nihon-no Tako (Kites of Japan) by
Kazuo Niisaka (Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten,
1978), in Japanese, hardcover (boxed),
3 15 pages plus insert, Y 24,000.
Edo Dako E Shi (Pictorial History o f
the Edo Kite) by Tadao Saito (Tokyo:
Grafiksha, 1980), in Japanese, hardcover
(boxed), 216 pages, Y 18,000.
Edo Dako (Edo Kites) by Masaaki
Modegi (Tokyo: Seibundo Shinkosha,
1986), in Japanese and English, hardcover,
78 pages, Y 3,800.
The treasure of classic Japanese kites is
matched only by the wealth of Japanese
kite books available today. It is entirely
appropriate that a culture which produced
the Edo, the o'dako and the rokkaku
should also give us some of the most exquisite works of kite literature available
anywhere, anytime.
In the past 20 years, over 100 kite
books have been published in Japan. Within that large library are perhaps a dozen
which stand out as extraordinary workslarge, lavish, colorful, beautiful books.
Recently we have "read" four such
books (handicapped considerably by our
lack of fluency in Japanese), which we
have selected on the basis of their apparent ambitiousness and value. These are not
books to be taken lightly, by virtue of
their contents, size or price. For sheer
bulk, exceptional design and copious use
of color, these volumes have few equals in
kite literature. It is especially difficult to
compare these works with some of the
recent offerings we have seen from other
countries.
The first of the four books-Tako
(Kites) by Tsutomu Hiroi-is one of those
"complete" kite books, chronicling the
known history of kites from 300 B.C. in
China to 1973 (the time of publication).
There are maps, tables, charts and lists to
accompany the hundreds of photographs
of kites, grouped according to type or
country of origin. Over half of the book
is devoted to kites of Japan; the selection
of western kites is narrow. There are
plans for two dozen traditional and
modern kites, including several of Hiroi's
own multicellular designs. Tako embodies
Hiroi's belief that kites are sculpture in
the sky. Elegantly designed and produced,

Tlf

an ancient universal symbol of man's spirit soaring above the
bounds of the earth

Tflf I(ITf enhancing man's understanding, wisdom and enjoyment of life
Tlf I(ITf the most peaceful of all aircraft
s we stand at the crossroads to the future of the planet, join us in celebration of the limitless sky which
is meant to be shared by all peace loving people.
One Sky, One World kite festivals will be held annually in countries around the world.
To express an optimism which supercedes ideologies, people everywhere are asked to participate in
or sponsor a One Sky, One World Festival.Share the rich cultural heritage of the kite through a positive statement
for the protection of the earth and peace and friendship among all people.
I

registrat~onpacket call or wr~te

Orif SKY, Crif WOkD
l

Jane Parker-Ambrose Mlchoe Steltzer
c/o Sky Scrapers Kites c1oVom W~ndeVenveht
PO Box11149 E~senacherstrasse
81
Denver,Colorado 80211.USA D-I000 Berlin.West Gerrnonv
(3031433-9518 [030) 784~7769or 795~4700
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the book has been out of print for some
time.
Kazuo Niisaka's massive Nihon-no Tako
(Kites of Japan) is the largest kite book
ever published, t o our knowledge. It measures a little over 1 0 x 14 inches and contains 253 pages in full color plus an additional 62 pages in black-and-white. Included with the book is a large (2011 x 29")
sheet of special paper, painted with the
familiar scowling face of a Japanese warrior, and instructions for making your
own classic Tsugaru kite. The book alone
weighs nearly five pounds.

Edo Dako E Shi (Pictorial History of
the Edo Kite) by Tadao Saito is a visual
delight-over 300 beautiful color photographs of kites from the Edo (Tokyo)

area of Japan. There are also dozens of
black-and-white photographs plus 50 pages
of text (in Japanese) explaining the kites.
In addition t o the well-known rectangular Edo kite, there are also bird and
figure kites, cartoon character kites, historic and patriotic kites (from World War
II), and some novel kites used for advertising.
Edo Dako (Edo Kites) by Masaaki
Modegi is one of the newest Japanese kite
books, published in 1986, but it holds its
own among its august companions. It is
distinct in size and price, falling between
the extremes of the popular-market books
and the spare-no-expense volumes. It also
stands alone in thatits focus is strictly on
classic Edo kites (made by master kitemaker Teizou Hashimoto). The book was
lovingly compiled t o honor the author's
father, Shingo Modegi, founder of the

Japan Kite Association and the Japan Kite
Museum.
The book is attractively designed to
show five types of Edo kites, in full color,
on delicately patterned pages. Finally, and
most thoughtfully, Modegi has included
an English translation for most of the text.
Not perfect English, but quite good.
There are no "plans" per se in this
book, but there is an explanation of the
history, types, construction, materials and
designs of the Edo kite.
Together, these four books constitute
a banquet-a feast-for (Japanese) kite
(book) lovers. Yet, they are merely samples from the total of Japanese kite booksthe available, the unavailable and, perhaps,
the yet unwritten.
Our conclusion: if you have the money
and the inclination-and if you can find
them-buy them.
-L.M.C.

The Kite Lines computer contains a bibliography of more than 7 0 0 kite and kite-related books. Nearly 20% of them-over 1 0 0 titles-are about
Japanese kites, Listed below are a baker's dozen of o u r favorites (in chronological order of publication). The prices listed are the original selling
prices a t the time of first publication.
(1)

Tako: Japanese Kite Book
High
Fliers: Colorful Kites from Japan
(2)
Tako
Sorano Zokei (Kites: Sky A r t )
(3)
( 4 ) Tako (Kites)
The Art o f the Japanese Kite
(5)
(6-A) Tori Dako (Bird Kites)
( 7 ) Nihonno Tako (Kites of Japan)
Edo Dako E Shi (Pictorial History of Edo Kites)
(8)
(6-B) .,.Habatake Tori Dako (...Flapping Bird Kites)
( 9 ) Yoku Agaru Sosaku Tsure Tako (Kite Trains)
(10) Tako Bijutsu Caido (Fine Arts Guide t o Kites)
( 11 ) Tako Tsukuri (Kite Making)
(12) Edo Dako (Edo Kites)

1

1
1
1
1
1

26

Bikensha
Japan Publications
Bijutsu Shuppansha
Mainichi Shimbunsha
Weatherhill
Seibundo Shinkosha
Kadokawa Shoten
Grafiksha
Seibundo Shinkosha
Rippa Shobu
Bijutsu Shuppansha
Hoikusha
Seibundo Shinkosha

(2)

Another wonderful English introduction t o Japanese kites and that special attitude of Japanese kitefliers. A compact, but surprisingly
thorough treatment by one of Japan's most prolific kite book authors.

(3)

Published as Kites: Sculpting the Sky in 1978 by Pantheon Books (Random House). The English edition is slightly larger, brighter and
contains four pages of color photographs n o t found in the original Japanese edition. Now out-of-print and hard-to-find.

(4)

We borrowed this book from our friend, Pete Ianuzzi, who purchased it in 1980 for 8 5 0 yen! It is n o t for sale.

(5)

The original hardcover edition (priced at $17.50 in 1974) is n o longer available. The softcover edition sells for $14.95 today.

(6-A)Contains unbelievably realistic, three-dimensional renditions of bird kites. The book comes with a full-size pattern for a seagull kite.
(7)

The largest. most lavish (and expensive) kite book we have ever held in our hands. Still available, but not for long.

(8)

Boxed and beautiful and still available (we think), but in a very limited quantity.

(6-B) A 22-page booklet plus half-a-dozen full-size bird kite patterns. Made t o accompany the original book.
(9)

Everything you ever wanted t o know about kite trains. plus the incredible expansible box kite. Includes some full-size plans

(10)

Originally published as the Winter 1982 issue of the quarterly magazine, Ressatsu Rzjutsu Techo (Fine ArtsMagazine). Reprinted as a soft
cover book, minus the advertisements but with a new cover. Includes chapters written by major Japanese kite authorities, such as Tsutomu
Hiroi, Eiji Ohashi, Shuhei Goto, etc. An intensive, colorful collection of Japanese kites and techniques. Good value.

I (11)

1

T a u u o Miyawaki
Tadao Saito
Tsutomu Hiroi
Tsutomu Hiroi
Tal Streeter
Shuhei Goto
Kazuo Niisaka
Tadao Saito
Shuhei Goto
Eiji Ohashi
(several)
Tadao Saito
Masaaki Modegi

(12)

I

A chock-full, pocket-sized bargain. Sort of the Japanese equivalent of Brummitt's Golden Guide t o Kites.

This is the first of what we hope will be a series of kite books by Masaaki Modegi Expensive for its sire because of the leapingvalue of the yen.
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...

. . . before there were even kite stores to sell them in, a new kind of kite
appeared i n San Francisco. Handmade of bright cloth, they were lovingly
decorated with appliques, the first ever seen - White Bird Kites.
Today you can find your White Bird in the best kite stores across the
country. They are still handmade in the U.S.A., cottage industry style, with
care, skill, and years of experience. Choose the magic of a White Bird Kite. . .

. and fly happily ever after.

Wholesale Inquiries:

WHITE BIRD FAMILY
1325-C Callen Street
Vacaville, CA 95688
(707) 448-6026
Impeccable 24-hour service and personal
attention to your needs. Since 7972.
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An Award C\3
for Hod Taylor
1

id you know that the Maryland Kite
Society has been performing a valuable and rather grand service to kiting by
presenting the Honorary Order-of-the-Kite
Award? Unless you are an active local
member of the Society, you might not
know, so let me explain.
Since it began the Award in 1972, the
Society has set rather peculiar standards
for the preparation and presentation of
this honor.
First, nominees are voted upon at our
annual meeting in January. There is never
a lack of nominations, nor any great argument or difficult voting on the choice;
always, one person seeins to stand out as
the "right" kiter to be named, whose lifetime achievement seems most due for
recognition at the time.
After the decision is made, a citation is
written. As the Society's founder, I do this.
I research the recipient's contributions to
kiting and incorporate an appreciation of
them into the citation.
Next, a certificate is commissioned.
Each award is designed separately and illustrated by hand in a manner appropriate
to the honoree. The certificate is then
framed in clear acrylic with a removable
backing to allow the presenter to add the
date of the salute on the day it is given.
The final step in the process is usually
the most difficult: a member of the Society must arrange to present the award in
person t o the honoree. The logistics and
advance planning required to do this sometimes have delayed the actual giving of
the Award by as much as a year. Also,
normally the presentation is done as a
surprise and with some bit of fanfare and
photograph-taking.
Afterwards, the occasion is reported in
"The Windy Notice," the newsletter of
the Maryland Kite Society.
he list of recipients of the Honorary
Order-of-the-Kite Award over the
years represents some of the most respected names in our sport (see b o x ) . The
latest of the honorees, Hod Taylor, was
presented with his Award on October 22,
1986, when my husband Me1 and I detoured t o Austin, Minnesota on our return
from a personal trip to Oregon.
Hod now lives at the Sacred Heart
Hospice in Austin, an attractive, spacious
and busy home for people of many years
(Hod turned 90 on November 29, 1986).
We were delighted t o find him in fit condition and high spirits after the hardships
of losing his wife in 1984 and breaking
his hip in 1986. He was out of the wheelchair and getting around very independently with a walker. Also he had just
recently had a cataract operation and a
corneal implant that had improved signifi-

T

Hod Taylor shows nls pleasure In accepting tne Honorary uraer-ot-tne-nlte Award.

I

Past Recipients of the Honorary Order-of-the-KiteAward
1972
1974
1975
1976

. . . . . . . .Paul and Irene Garber
. . . Francis and Gertrude Rogallo
. . . . . . . . . . Domina C. Jalbert
. . . . . . . . .Robert M. Ingraham

I
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1977
1981
1983
1984

. . . . . . . . . . . . Harry C. Sauls

. . . . . . . . . . .Wyatt Brurnmitt
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Ansel Toney
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Will Yolen

csntly the vision in his one seeing eye.
Hod greeted us with a booming voice
2nd sparkling smile. We had invited several
:ocal enthusiasts to join us for the occaslon, including Jim Ogland, who just recently had begun the process of forming
;he Minnesota Kite Society. Hod took us
;o his room, conveniently located next to
an outside entrance, so he can go outdoors
easily for testing and flying his kites. The
room was full of cabinets he had just finshed building before we arrived. The new
closets and chests of drawers hold all his
belongings in a systematic, orderly fashion
so that Hod's poor eyesight is less a hindrance to his daily functioning. Neatly
accommodated, too, are all his kite paraphernalia, including Kite Lines and club
newsletters, separately boxed and boldly
labeled next t o his desk.
Hod was talkative and we enjoyed it,
especially listening t o the story of his introduction to kiting by Walter (Scotty)
Scott in Florida. The two men were bicycling together after breakfast in 1969
\\hen kites came u p in the conversation.
Hod owned that he had never made a kite
-never even had one in his hand! He was
only 72 at the time. ("I had lived in the
woods in Minnesota," he explained.) That
afternoon, Scotty brought over a kiteand Hod got interested-very interested.
od made his first kite from kraft
paper and tape and flew it for
Scotty: "We became friends right there."
Soon Hod was rounding up all the books
about kites he could find at bookstores
and libraries. He started out making "every
kite I could get a picture of, then I went
to my own experimental kites." Besides
kites, Hod made equipment for flying
them. He showed us a clinometer and
told us about his reels for using the heavy
line he needs for the big kites he prefers
(just so he can see them).
Hod didn't speak about the thousands
of kites he has made for youngsters over
these years-a kindness that in spite of his
self-effacing ways has become well known.
The moment seemed right for it, so
Me1 pulled the certificate out of the bag
and said, "Hod, we have a little something to give you today." I read the words
from the certificate aloud, knowing Hod
would have trouble reading them.
At the end, I mentioned that many
other members of the Maryland Kite
Society had wanted to come t o see Hod,
but were unable t o d o so at the time,
especially Doris Fithian and Leonard
Conover, who had nominated him.
Hod obviously was delighted with the
Award, and said, "Give my regards to
everybody in the Society, everybody in
kiting. It means so much to me, even

I

I

~
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Text of the Honorary
Order-of-the-Kite Award
[Opening common to all the certificates]
This Annual Award, begun in the Kite
Season of the Year Nineteen Hundred
and Seventy-Two, is conferred by the
High-Minded Fellowship of Kitefliers
known as the Maryland Kite Society upon
the Person who has, in the opinion of
the Society's Active Adult Membership,
made a Significant Contribution to Kiteflying in the State of Maryland, in the
United States, or in the World.
The recipient of this Award is given
this Certificate, a Maryland Kite Society
Life Membership Card, and the Privilege
of flying the kite of any Society member
at any time upon Demand.
[Citation for Hod Taylor]
Upon this day, October 22, 1986,
We cite: HORACE J. (HOD) TAYLOR
Since 1969, when he was 72, Hod
Taylor has devoted many of his retirement hours to making kites for children
of all ages and sharing his kite designs,
ideas, construction methods and flying
techniques with kitefliers around the
world. His innovative bird kites, often
flown in train, and deltaxonyne kites are
known for their consistent flying ability.
Hod was among the first supporters
of organized kiting in America as a member of the Briny Breezes kite club in
Florida. Hc. also supports the worldwide
kite community by his membership in,
donations to and warm correspondence
with kite clubs everywhere. In all of these
activities, Hod always insists upon anonymity. To his credit, be was elected
President (honorary) of England's Essex
Kite Group in 1980.
Hod began making large kites (12 to
34 feet wide) because of his failing eyesight. With only limited vision in one eye,
he has made and given away up to 100
kites a year (over 1,300 kites) for "the
children," paying for the materials himself. He has worked annually with the
Boy Scouts and other groups in their
kite programs.
Hod Taylor is one of kiting's premier
foundation workers and an example of
selfless generosity for all kiters to emulate.
[Closing common to all the certificates]
SALUTATIONS!
May your kite fly ever high
and may the wind be ever a t your back!
(Signed) A. Pete Ianuzzi
Executive Secretary
Maryland Kite Society

Top, Kelley Johnson flies his self-made Taylor
box-delta with coaching from Hod himself.
Bottom, the group gathers: back, Ralph Larson,
Kelley and Joela Johnson; front, Jim Ogland,
Hod Taylor, Valerie and Mel Govig.

though I don't deserve it. I will treasure
this for the rest of my life. . .Give me a
handkerchief, in the second drawer. . ."
It was an appropriate time to have
some of Hod's Manischewitz wine. We
toasted good health to all. Hod added,
"and keep the kites in the air."
After lunch, we had a good time flying
and talking and snapping pictures in the
large open field behind the home. More
than once Hod remarked that he was
eager to get back t o making kites, now
that his room was fit for it.
We left Hod and our friends with
reluctance, but with a sense of anticipation for the Minnesota Kite Society,
which has auspicious starting strength in
the person of Hod Taylor.
-Text and Photographs by Valerie Govig
WINTER-SPRING 1987
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Tips & Techniques
Can Your Line Can Can?
Plus, A Linear Amplifier

1

Larry Hoffman writes from Tokyo, Japan:
In the Spring 1986 issue of Kite Lines
you had an interesting article about the
sounds produced by a vibrating kite line
("The Singing Line," by Jacques Durieu).
I have recently discovered something you
might find of interest.
After emptying a can of vegetable
soup-I can guarantee other soup cans
will work as well-I
punched a hole in the
top and cut out the
bottom.
Then
I
shaped a small hook
out of piano wire
and secured it t o the
top of the can with
a machine screw and
nut.
After lofting your kite, you snare the
hook t o the line and, by holding the open
end of the can t o your ear, you can
clearly hear the sounds the string makes."
Felix Cartagena of Newark, Delaware,
demonstrated his linear ("line-ear") amplifier a t the winter weekend kite retreat
of the Maryland Kite Society.
Start with a large thin plastic-not
foam-cup and a small nylon machine
screw. washer, hex
nut and wing nut.
Burn a small hole in
the bottom of the
cup with a hot knife.
From the inside, pass
the screw through
the hole and fasten
securely wlth the hex
nut and washer, leaving enough threads
exposed for the wing nut. Clamp the
flying llne tightly between the hex nut
and the wing nut. Listen.

2

Kubo's Car Kite Carrier
(But Will It Hold A Pizza?)

Me1 Govig relates: One of m y joys on a
recent business stopover in Tokyo was
meeting Hiroaki Kubo of the Japan Kite
Association who served as my host, transport and guide on a kite outing. Although
Mr. Kubo spoke little or no English and I
spoke even less Japanese, we had a wonderful time flying kites for one glorious
weekend. This tip is from Kubo-san:
Most cars on the road today have small
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clothing hooks in the back seat roof area.
Mr. Kubo uses these hooks and the sun
visors of his small Honda as anchor points
for an efficient, dry, overhead interior
stowing place for lightweight flat kites.
T o create your own Kubo rack, you
will need some heavy twine (selected for
ease of handling, not strength) and two
short elastic cords with hooks a t each end
(called "shock" o r "bungee" cords).
Start by making a loop of twine long
enough t o reach between the two clothes
hooks, but slack enough so that it will
hang down 6-12 inches when suspended
from the hooks. Make a similar loop of
twine for the front of the car and attach
it t o the sun visor brackets at the corners
of the roof.
Into the front loop of twine you tie
two small loops about 612 inches directly
below each visor bracket. These small
loops will set the distance from the windshield that you hook the elastic cords.
Otherwise, the elastic will slip t o the tenter of the loop and your rack-will become
two triangles meeting in the center.
Now you hook the bungee
- cords t o
the twine, first into the loops in the front,
then over the rear twine. You should now
have a four-cord rack across the roof of
your car's interior with several inches of
sDace between the rack and the roof.
Insert your kites (or other lightweight
flat objects) above the cords.
While this system is n o substitute for
an empty van or station wagon, we think
that you will find it a definite asset in a
minicar full of kitefliers.

AndrC Sevain sends a suggestion from
Cannes, France: I find the classic delta
kite keel frustrating because it limits the
possibilities of towing points. To avoid
this inconvenitwo half-keels
on m y deltas,
like this: on the
left is a classic
Sevain's two
one-piece delta
half-keels A F D
keel. On the 8
B
right are m y two half-keels with a twolegged bridle attached t o the two points
of the keels.
The ring at G (the towing point) can
be adjusted u p o r down, according t o the
wind range. The two half-keels are stiffened along edges FD and FE by thin
strips of bamboo, enclosed within hems.
1 have made many deltas using this
technique. They fly very well.
Kite Lines would like t o add that Alex
Dunton of Richmond, Virginia, has a similar-but different-solution t o the same
problem voiced by Monsieur Sevain: not
enough towing points on a
classic delta's keel. Alex
neatly removes the tip of
the keel, reinforces and
stiffens the leading edge
with a thin stick enclosed
cropped
in a hem, and attaches a
two-legged bridle.
Alex has made many deltas using this
technique. They fly very well.

v

Tips & Techniques is a forum for you
t o share your favorite tip, hint, trick or
technique for making or flying kites.
Each published items earns your
choice of (1) any book(s) from the
Kite Lines Bookstore t o a value of $1 5
or (2) a subscription or extension for 4
issues of Kite Lines. And of course,
you will also receive recognition for
your idea from the worldwide kite
community-as a bonus.
Send details, drawings and photos
t o Kite Lines, 7106 Campfield Road,
Baltimore, MD 2 1207-4699, USA.

...on the beautiful Oregon Coast, kites
that dazzle the skies on every flyable day in excess of 3 million "square foot hours"
last year alone. Swirling from their lines
is our incredibly popular
windsock, the Spinsock!
Now patented (#4,624,648,
Nov. 25, 1986), the Spinsock
is available in sizes from the
8" antenna sock t o the 90'
monsters (I3' diam.) in our
kite shows. Sold with our
unique self-lubricating
swivels that give you
extended useful life by a
factor of five. Spinsocks
should be available
from your kite
dealer: If not,
contact us.
,

, ?d!!

8" 24' 36"42" 6%' 8' 10' 12' 22'

4V

90'

266 S.E. HIGHWAY 101
LINCOLN CITY, OREGON 97367
(800) 227-7878 o r (503) 994-9500
Ask for our free catalog. We offer a
full line of kites and kite accessories.
Dealer inquiries welcome.

I

,
1

VISIT our five stores on the scenic
Oregon Coast: Lincoln City, Depoe
Bay, Agate Beach, Newport and
Florence. And be sure t o COME t o
our annual kite festivals! A t the D River Wayside in Lincoln
City: The 4th Annual Spring Kite
Festival, May 10 & l I; and The 9th
Annual International Kite Festival, Sept. 26 & 27.
A t the Agate Beach Wayside in
Newport: The 2nd Annual Red,
White and Blue Flag Day Kite
Festival, June 13 & 14; and The 3rd
Annual Fall Kite Festival, Sept.
12 & 13.
(PS. NEW from Catch the Wind! 300Ib. SpiderLine! A product conceived
and introduced by us that surpasses
Kevlar! See our ad on page 37 of this
issue of Kite Lines.)

Unique air-flo w
Flying is believing
w ww

-w

We won't tell you how great it is t o fly a Stratoscoop. We won't tell you
about the anticipation felt as you take it out of its bag. We won't tell you
what it feels like t o unleash its concentrated power.
Above - Wave Stratoscoop

Below - Stratoscoop 1

We will tell you however that
Stratoscoops take to the air like ducks t o
water. Stratoscoops are an integrated
range of soft kites. Designed and
manufactured solely by Greens Kites, in
continuous production since 1979.
Stratoscoops have the leading edge over
any other soft kites - more efficient,
more reliable, more fun. Greens Kites are
the leading exponents in soft kite
technology.
In a vast combination of great color schemes there's one just the right size for you.
Stratoscoops come complete with drogue and
ready rigged for immediate flight. Kite line not
included.
Prod
No.
MSOl
ST1
ST2
ST3
ST3.5
ST4
STV
STS1
STSZ
STWlOl
STW102
STW103

Model
Miniscoop
Stratoscoop 1
Stratoscoop 2
Stratoscoop 3
Stratoscoop 3.5
Stratoscoop 4
V Scoop
Sweptback 1
Sweptback 2
Wave Stratoscoop
Wings Stratoscoop
Rose Stratoscoop

Size
14"
27"
5A"
72"
99:
106"
53"
67"
80"
72"
72"
72"

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

21"
36"
53"
60"
73"
88"
45"
47"
65"
60"
60"
60"

Rec. Min
Line
3 0 Ib
100 lb
175 1b
250 Ib
500 Ib
1050 1b
175 1b
175 1b
175 1b
250 Ib
250 Ib
250 1b

From your local quality kite store. Ask for
Stratoscoops by name.

Greens Kites, Greens of Burnley,
336 Colne Road, Burnley, Lancashire BBl 0 1ED,
England. Tel. 0282 39650 Telex. 666135 AIRTLK G.
(Greens)
@ 1986 Copyr~ghtGreens of Burnley

I

t was an impressive show-the One
Sky, One World international kitefly
for peace held on October 12, 1986-over
10,000 kites, more than 40,000 spectators,
in at least 90 locations in 15 countries.
Jane Parker-Ambrose, chief instigator and
paper handler, has sent out thanks, certificates of participation, press releases, tallies
and a financial report. Expenses exceeded
income by $10,900 and Jane needs donations t o the cause. Suggestions are invited
for the second annual event, to occur on
October 11, 1987, again ''in the spirit of
world friendship" and "in recognition of
our responsibility, above all, to protect
the planet on which we love t o live (and
flv
, kites)." Interested kiters should write
to Jane, c/o Sky Scrapers Kites, P.O. Box
11149, Denver, CO 80211.
-

R

ick and Eileen Kinnaird are the
proud parents of Katherine Marie,
born October 28, 1986. Katy is expected
to be part of the next generation of kitefliers. She has already flown her first kite,
at the age of 38 minutes, establishing her
as the youngest person ever to have
flown a kite. The model was a clear Mylar
Eddy made by Bill Bigge. It could not be
photographed, but "we have witnesses to
prove it," says Eileen.

W

hen a police helicopter torpedoed
Rome physics professor Carlo
Sallustro's kite, he leaped up and down
and made a gesture that indicates t o
southern Italians the infidelity of their
wives. The two pilots landed in the park,
ran up to Sallustro and demanded his
identification. A patrol car took Sallustro
to the station-followed by more than 100
people from the park who supported him.
-Quoted from the San Fernando (California) Daily News, February 12, 1987.

L

incoln City, Oregon, through its Chamber of Commerce, in September 1986
announced that it is laying claim to the
title "Kite Capital of the World." The city's
location midway between the North Pole
and the equator is
said to assure reliable winds for
kiteflying. "The
45th parallel is
where all the
wind is creat% ed,"according
p
to Kip Ward,
local politico-

and no slouch at producing wind himself.
The city is issuing a challenge to other
prospective "capitals" and has asked Kite
Lines for assistance. We made up a list of
seven quantitative factors and two qualitative factors to be considered in selecting
a "capital." Weighting of the factors and
weighing of the candidates should be
done by an impartial but knowledgeable
committee.
We think as many as 50 cities could
reasonably be considered for the title, and
we know of two others besides Lincoln
City that have actually made a claim as
"Kite Capital of the World.'' We hope
city fathers during this year will claim
and counterclaim with wild abandon, SO
the committee will have some real work
to do later. We suggest that the announcement of the "winner" be made on
February 25, 1988, Will Yolen's birthday. Yolen, the late founder of the
International Kitefliers Association, was
noted for the combined whimsy and
bombast of his press releases.

K

ites in the flicks:
"Peggy Sue Got
Married," a recent box office hit,
shows Peggy Sue returning to her high
school days where a teen scientist friend
makes kites. Two scenes include them,
one a Cody-like fantasy in white, the
other a yellow nylon Conyne. Both are
very incidental to the plot, but at least
they are more interesting than your standard Charlie Brown. Happens that they
were made for the film by our friend
Leland Toy.
"A Walk on the Moon," due to be
released sometime this spring, is a true
kite movie, one in which kites are a main
story theme. A set of five handsome
Codys was made for the film by Nick
Morse and Alice Weve, then sent t o
Mexico, accompanied by Bill Tyrrell and
Pete Ianuzzi, for the shooting. The story
line revolves around a lad in the Peace
Corps in Latin America who decides to
impress a girl by building a kite lifting
system. The original aluminum struts had
to be covered with bamboo and the white
nylon painted and dirtied to look like
scrap material.

K

ites NOT in the flicks:
"Radio
Days," the latest Woody Allen movie,
was to have shown Marconi's first radio
signal being received by kite. An authentic Baden-Powell kite was rush-built by
Me1 Govig and used in one two-second

10-second scene.
The total cost of

the scenes was a quarter- -I
(of which Ihe kite
than
but
ended up On
Not One scene
ting room
kite Or even mentions

less
lhecutthe

A

nother triumph for the Mama-sans!
At the AKA convention in Newport,
Rhode Island, October 1986, the women's
rokkaku kite team made a clean, definitive
kill of the men's team, the Rainbow Warriors, by cutting their line. Skye Morrison
of Canada and other key haulers showed
particular finesse. The women seemed
stronger than ever, even though they had
just lost their coach, Fran Gramkowski,
who defected to the men's team.
The battle was well described by Corey
Jensen, one of the louder members of the
Rainbow Warriors, at the microphone. In
an unexpected lapse into fairness and objectivity, he pronounced the Mama-sans
the victors. Later in the convention, your
editor publicly praised Jensen as a "nice
guy," besmirching his hard-earned reputation as kiting's leading bum. Jensen demanded a retraction. Let it be known:
Corey Jensen is not a nice guy. He is a
wonderful guy.
Four new Mama-sans were added to
the team in 1986: Lois DeBolt, Martha
Keyser, Jan Wheeler and, as an Honorary
Mama-san, Hazel Ingraham.

P

ete Ianuzzi has announced his intention to make a serious assault on the
duration record for kiteflying. The current
record stands at 180 hours 17 minutes, set
by the Edmonds Community College kite
team in August 1982. Pete is going for a
10-day period, starting on September 17,
1987, at Ocean City, Maryland, to be
completed on September 26, in conjunction with the Sunfest kite festival. Pete is
recruiting his team now. Hardy, experienced kitefliers only need apply. Write to
A. Pete Ianuzzi at 1908 Old Frederick
9
Road, Catonsville, MD 21228.
WINTER-SPRING 1987
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HANDCRAFTED SILK & BAMBOO
CENTIPEDES
DOUBLE SWALLOW
BlRDS
CHINESE CHARACTERS

BUTTERFLIES
DRAGONS

NEW FROM PEKING

CHINA
COLLECTOR KITES I DECORATOR KITES
NOW AVAILABLE AT THESE SHOPS:

WINDBORNE KITES
- (Monterey, CA)
SUSPENDED ELEVATIONS THE GASWORKS KITESHOP
- (Seattle, WA)
STANTON HOBBY SHOP Inc.
- (Chicago, IL)
SKY HIGH KITES
- (Ocean Grove, NJ)
KITERIGGER'S
- (Jacksonville, FL)
THE KITE SHOP
-

QUETZALCOATLUS
NORTHROPI
after 65 million years

this D I N O S A U R flies
again. An innovative, realistic,
60" sew it yourself kit.

I Easy to sew, exciting to fly!
DINOSAUR
1 1 706 Orebaugh Avenue

Wheaton, MD

20902

( 3 0 11649-3509

Dealers inquires invited.
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(Yuba, CA)

KITES ETC / KITES INC
- (Austin, Dallas
Galveston, TX)
KITES AWEIGH
- (Annapolis, MD)
THE KITE LOFT
- (Ocean City, MD)
CATCH THE WIND
- (Lincoln City, OR)
AND OTHER FINE STORES.
ASK YOUR DEALERS ABOUT
THEIR
"CHINESE CONNECTION"
(704) 377-0283

WE PRESENT
THE INCREDIBLE, AMAZING SPIDERLINE

-

Spectra-900 (trademarked and patented by Allied Corporation for its series of ultrahighstrength industrial fibers): A new fiber developed by the Allied Corporation's team of Dr.
Dusan Prevorsek and Dr. Sheldon Kavesh was named among the top technical achievements of 1985 by Research& Development magazine.Spectra fiber is an ultrahigh-strength,
lightweight fiber that is just now being introduced in a wide range of new products in
which durability is essential. r/ When we first heard about Spectra, we knew i t would be
the ultimate stunt kite line, that i t would represent a technical leap as far from Kevlarm
as Kevlar was from Dacrono. W e are proud t o be the first t o bring this exciting
product t o kiters everywhere as SpiderLine. llSpectra-900 fiber which composes
SpiderLine is the strongest fiber ever made: ten times stronger than steel and 75%
stronger than any other industrial fiber (including Kevlar). We call i t SpiderLine
because, in nature, only the strength of the webbing line of a spider can approach its
incredible properties. *LOW ABRASIVENESS: SpiderLine is far less abrasive than any
other kite line in our experience. This means i t will not cut other kites from the sky,
and is capable of performing better than any other line with the numerous twists that
occur while stunt flying. This is especially nice for team flying. Kevlar, in contrast, is
rougher and more abrasive than nylon o r Dacron, and tends t o become even more so
after use. RESISTANCE TO DIRT AND MOISTURE: SpiderLine stays slick and white
after repeated use -a kiteflier's dream. SpiderLine absorbs less than 0.01% of its
weight in moisture. RESISTANCE TO ULTRAVIOLETLIGHT: Allied's tests have indicated
good resistance t o UV light, and we have observed no UV deterioration o r discoloration
during the three summer months of testing we've conducted. LIGHTNESS: SpiderLine
has a substantially smaller cross section than Kevlar of equivalent strength, but with a
.97 specific gravity, i t will float on water! COMPETITIVE PRICE: We are able t o offer
SpiderLine at prices competive with Kevlar. N o w available in 150-lb and 300-lb test.

266 S.E. HIGHWAY 101
LINCOLN CITY, OREGON 97367
(800) 227-7878

i

JOIN US FOR THE FIFTHANNUALSUMMER GAMES

Kite q

h tQt% a d !

SATURDAY - JUNE 1 3 , 1 9 8 7 - MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA
SPONSORED BY:

w
Resort Hotel

1.111 1.

Ylil;'

AKA SANCTIONED

~eep
~p ~m ffinng

K)R MORE INFORMATION CALL: (803) 449-2856 or- 238-4784
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are continually being developed and des~
to meet your market's demand.
We have some of the hottest models that have ever h
kite industry.
We welcome O.E.M.S.
Feel free to contact us today for our complete catalogue and
price list.

Amtex Corp.
7040 Motz Street

Paramount, CA 90723
Phone: (213) 408-1973
Telex: 857318 PONlCA

I

/I//How Many Kites CanA

Person Fly at Once?
By Lewis Cretsinger
Illustrated by George Peters

The question in the headline is akin t o
"How m a n y angels can dance on the head
of a pin?" It is more secular and finite
than the famous old conundrum, but both
questions boggle the mind. Kitefliers in
contortions form a vision at least as
bizarre as angels on pointe.
The Rev. Lewis Cretsinger, perhaps
inspired b y the angels, tried a series o f
ways t o fly multiple kites and has flown u p
to six at once. Here are his suggestions:

T o fly two kites from one hand, use
one line and fly at both ends of the line.
Use line twice as long as needed for one
kite t o get u p t o a good wind. (On the
beach, 200 feet will d o ; other places need
300 to 400 feet.) Put a snap swivel on
both ends of the line. Mark the middle
with a pen. Attach one kite and fly it all
the way o u t on all the line. Snap on the
second kite and feed it line (simultaneously bringing in the first kite) until it is in
good wind. If you keep the mark five or
six feet o u t from your hand, the kites
can't hit each other.
T o maneuver the kites somewhat, take
the line in both hands and spread your
hands far apart.
T o fly three kites a t once, put a ring or
a third snap swivel on the line in its middle.

T o fly four or more kites a t once, different techniques are possible. You can
connect more kites at the center of the U
formation. Or fly one set of two kites and
have friends hand you second and third
sets of two kites each.
You will find that swivels are no longer
helpful a t this level. Just use line. You
will be grabbing lines all the time, fiddling
with them. Slack any line of a kite that's
having problems. If two lines cross, pull
on the top line. It's difficult if a kite
drops, but the tangles are not as bad as
you'd expect. You might use your teeth
sometimes, or your feet. Be sure t o wear
0
gloves! It's fun! It's beautiful!

Questions? Write t o Lewis Cretsinger,
2 EvansStreet, Warminster, PA 18974.
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The halo's got it all!

Great for single or dual-lrne krtesl
Srmple to uselComes In 5 slzes
HAWAIIAN 16 CUSTOM
OR
RAINBOW KlTE COMPANY

STARKITE
YOUR CHOICE $1 19.95!!
(FROM STOCK. CUSTOM ORDERS EXTRA)
CAL RESIDENTS ADD 6% TAX
SHIPPING A N D HANDLING $5 00 IN U S A
S E N D CHECK, MONEY ORDER, VISA.
MASTER C A R D OR AMERICAN EXPRESS

WINDBORNE KITES
402 Occidental Ave. S.

6 Fleet Street

585 Cannery Row #105,
Monterey, CA 93940
TELEPHONE 408-373-7422
WRITE FOR OUR RETAIL KITEALOG"
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SEPTEMBER 25 THROUGH 27,1987
For details on The Festival of Fun, Food and Fame write:
. P.O. Box 551. Ocean City, MD 21842
The Kite Loft. D e ~ t2.

Article
by
David Johnson

T# Sbkh6s ~fs~f?Iffi

ATTER CREEK, IDAHO-The kite
danced against the sky, dipping and
soaring with the March wind.
"Can I hold it?" asked Greta, m y 5 year-old daughter.
"Oh, okay. Here, grab the string. Have
you got it?"
"Yes. . .No."
"What? No! Don't let go. .
. . .oh no. . ."
As the kite went into
a dive, I sprinted across
the hay field, trying to
grab the string that skittered over the ground just
o u t of reach. After about
100 yards, the chase
ended.
I looked back. Greta,
who has been trying her
best these days t o be big,
was biting a quivering
lower lip.
I looked a t the kite,
soaring toward the eastern horizon, headed for
Lester Pool's house or
beyond.
"Can you get it, Dad?"
Greta sobbed, still trying
t o be big.
"Yes," I declared. After
all, I thought, as the kite
skipped farther and farther away, this isn't the
first time the March wind
has betrayed a little kid.
Back in the late 1950s,
the kids around Hillcrest
Drive in Fridley, Minnesota (that's a northern
suburb of Minneapolis),
attended the equivalent of
an aerospace short course
each spring in the fields
behind Billy Schilling's
house. Contrary t o the
popular saying, March
never came in like a Iamb.
It seemed t o roar for 3 1 days straight in
Minnesota.
And that was good for us kids. We'd
take our kites, usually the 10-cent storebought kind, a couple of peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches and a quart of KoolAid t o the launch site, strip out a couple
hundred yards of string, lay back in the
grass and watch the dog fights overhead.
One time, Billy Schilling's kite got
tangled with Kevin Knudsen's kite and

tt

before long, Billy and Kevin were tangling.
It was one of the better fights that spring.
The only kite fights I ever had were
with oak trees. There are a lot of oak
trees in Minnesota; and in March they
stand as naked snares against the horizon.
An oak tree can reach o u t and grab a kite,
like Charlotte tending her web, and there's
no second chance. You just have t o cut
the string and let the tree have its prey.
In the summer, of course. when bovs

Illustration
by
Billy Dav~s

best idea since we zipped Gary Hanson
into the jungle hammock.
"Let's make a kite," Kevin said.
"A big one," I agreed.
"Yeah," said Billy.
So we made a kite about seven feet
high and six feet wide. Kevin wanted t o
write dirty words on it, but Billy said we
wouldn't be able t o fly it anywhere that
his mother couldn't see.
On launch day, about March 15, we
tied the big kite t o a ball
of string, hooked a tail of
rags t o its aft and sent
Billy running toward
Columbia Heights, another Minneapolis suburb.
The kite climbed like it
wanted t o be storebought. A better design
even the Tonka people
couldn't have made.
And then, as always
happens, just when Billy,
Kevin and I were ready
to eat our peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches, the
string broke. For the rest
of that spring, we rode
on the school bus and
looked a t our kite snagged
in the oak tree behind
Scott Jordal's house.
Almost 30 years later,
I was determined t o protect Greta from such
sadness. Luckily, Lester
Pool was looking o u t his
window about the time
Greta's kite settled into a
bush near the mailbox
down by the creek. We
hopped in the car and
found the kite. I climbed
the bush, just like i t was
a giant oak, reached out
and brought a smile back
t o m y daughter's face.
The kite was ready t o
fly again. And since March came in like a
lion this year, I keep telling Greta the best
fun is yet t o come. . .when the lion roars.
"But this time, don't let go of the string." $7

think about baseball and fishing, the trees
grow leaves that fill in around the captured
kites and nobody thinks much about it.
Come winter, however, when the oaks
stand naked again, it's common to see a t David Johnson is the "roving regional reporter"
least one kite skeleton shivering in every for the Lewiston Morning Tribune, Lewiston,
tree; the oaks took n o prisoners and never ID and Clarkston, W A . (Story is from the issue
of March 10, 1986.) He lives in Hatter Creek,
buried the dead.
which if you don't find it on a map is near
1957
when
I think i t was in March of
Princeton, which if you don't find it on a map
Billy, Kevin and I found some strips of is near Potlach, which if you don't find it on a
wall molding in the garage and got the map is near Moscow-Idaho, that is.
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FEET,USING ORDINARY DISHWASHING SOAP . . . COLOSSAL

Suspended Elevations
1915 N. 34th Street
eattle, WA 98103
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S BIG AS IT IS, the 1987 Kite Calendar as published here is by no
means exhaustive. Many events were
beyond our reach at the time we prepared
the Calendar. Others are sure to occur on
short notice during the year. And then
there are those informal flies that many
kite clubs hold regularly (monthly, for
example) that are simply too numerous
to fit within the scope of this Calendar.
Even though we verified as many kite
events as possibre, we received no response
to many of our inquiries. So if you are in
charge of a kite event (festival, contest, fly,
competition, meeting, convention-call it
what you will), please tell us about it.
Yes, we expect to publish the Kite Calendar annually. Now that we have hundreds of kite events on computer, we can
update the data easily and we can respond
at any time to requests for special information. We will continue to provide not
only a magazine for you, but also service
to you as a kiteflier and friend.
Will you enjoy the kite events in this
Calendar? We give no guarantees. Longestablished kite festivals are apt to be
larger and better organized. On the other
hand, new events may have freshness and
enthusiasm to make up for the lack of
experience. There is-thank goodness-no
standardized format for a kite festival.
If you are new to the subject, we suggest you start by reading the 12-page article, "New American Tradition: Kite
Festivals! and How to Build One of Your
Own," in the Spring-Summer 1978 Kite
Lines. If you can't lay your hands on a
copy, the article is available from us in reprint for $ 3 , postpaid. If you need additional help, please ask.
You see, it was a kite festival, back in
1961, that started me off on a lifetime
flight that hasn't ended yet. I hope the
events listed in this Calendar bring some
of that kite festival euphoria to you.
-Valerie Govig

NOTES: F U T U R E FLIES

Spring 1988: Australian Bicentennial World
Kiting Festival, Launceston, Tasmania, Australia.
Contact: Ross A. Walters, COMPLAN, PO Box
391, Launceston, Tasmania 7250.
July 1988: Celebration of the 100th Anniversary
of the Invention of Kite Aerial Photography,
Labruguiere, France. Contact: Michel Dusariez,
Kite Aerial Photography Worldwide Association,
14 avenue Capitaine Piret, 1150 Bruxelles,
Belgium.
1992: World Wide Kite Games I Holland, t o
coincide with the Olympic Games. Contact:
Edo van Tetterode, PO Box 466, 2040-AL
Zandvoort, The Netherlands.

v

I

Fantasies 1I

INTRODUCING

The 169 Sunset Fa
One hundred sixty nine
pieces of six different
colors blended to create a
beautifully warm
Sunset F'acet.
A five sided
high aspect ratio
configuration
ensures excellen
tumbling qualities. UI/
Winner of five major awards.
Limited edition of 100 kites.
58" diameter, $250. each Ppd.

Fish Creek Kite Co.,
3853 Highway 42, Fish
Creek, WI 54212.
Amount of display space:
700 square feet.
Hours: 1-5 p.m. and 7-9
p.m. seven days a week
(April- October). Mail
order year round, free
catalog.
Number of years in
business: 1 0
Number of years profitable: 8
Number of years carried
Kite Lines: 1 0

Jwner: Toby Schlick
Age: 42
Favorite food: Chinese
Last book read: Yeager: An
AutobioP'aphy by Chuck
Yeager and Leo Janos
Last kite book read: "Reread Clive Hart's Kites:
An Historical Suwey"
Favorite flying spot: "I'm
spoiled-by a 30-acre golf
range next
the
Latest promotional effort:
"One Sky, One World."
Specialty of the shop: "To
give my customers the
best kite they want t o

ost important advice I
ever received: "The customer is always right."
Nicest sale I ever made:
"Couple years ago a blind
girl spent an hour-and-ahaif in the shop, feeling
all the kite shapes and
appliques. After she flew
the kite, she came back
t o tell me about it."
Best fringe benefit of the
business: "1 get to try all
the new kites myself!u
Favoriteissue o f Kite Lines:

..

Shady Lady
64" dia., solid Pink w/
Black Edges- $150.

Super Star
58" dia., Tri Color
Combinations - $125.

The Original Star Facet
34" dia., Two Color
Combination - $40.

Scrapflake
17" dia., Tri Color
Combination - $25.

7 Custom Facets
Upon Request

For more details, send
legal size S.S.A.E. to:

Scott E. Spencer
3601 Elmerton Ave.
Harrisburg, PA 17109
(717) 652-8470
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Thank you, People
for helping to
create world harony and friendship
ugh VOW S U D D O o~f~
the first internAona.1
Fly
for Peace.
On October 12, 1986, over 10,000
kites were flown above 40,000
spectators around the world.
USA
Kitty Hawk, NC
New York, NY
Honolulu, HA
Colorado Springs, CO
Ordway, CO
Denver. CO
Aspen, CO
Boulder, CO
Telluride, CO
Garnett, KS
Anderson, IN
Burdess, IN
Sharpsville, IN
Lincoln Citv. OR
Phoenix, b
New Holstein, WI
Milwaukee, WI
Madison, WI
Mom Bay, CA
Napa, CA
San Francisco, CA
Monterey, CA
Santa Monica, CA (2)
Second Site
Swamscott, MA
Framingham, MA
North Hampden, MA
Hyannisport, MA
Orleans, MA
Provincetown, MA
Middlebury, VT
Newport, RI
Grand Rapids, OH
Cleveland, OH
Bellevue, WA
Seattle, WA
Hector, MN
Phoenix, AZ
Baltimore, MD
Perth-Amboy,NJ
Fort Worth, TX
Boca Grande, FL
FL
Kev West. FL
~oise,ID
France
Lac de Maine in
Angers
West Germany
Berlin
Duisberg
Hamburg (2)
Second Site
Gevelsberg
Hanover

Boveden
Bremmen
Bonn
Kiel
St. Peter Reich
Parmund
Oberhausen
Holland
Amsterdam
Halder
Alsbay
Den Haag
Horen
Italy
Cervia
Ferrara
Bologna
Denmark
Arhus
Nykobing
Spain
Madrid
Canada
St. Thomas, Ontario
Vancouver, B.C.
Nova Scotia
England
Blackhearth
Hartfordshire
Shrewsbury,
Schropshire
St. Alban's,
Noman'sland
Norwich
Brighton
Bristol
Walsall, West
Midland
Ireland
Dublin
New Zealand
Paremata, Wellington

color of the flower including state wildflowers, tropical flowers,
and garden flowers.

Also available: Sea Winds I" Celestial Winds

"

Please call or write us for more information. We offer fast, friendv service.

P.O. Box 1006

Hamilton, Montana 59840

(406) 363-1050

Japan
Tokyo
China
Weifang, Shangdong
Yantai, Shangdong
H~ngar~
Budakeszi (Budapest)
Bebum
Hevillers
Brussels
Jane Parker-Ambrose
C/OSky Scrapers Kites
PO. Box 11149
Denver, Colorado 80211, USA

T E LINES

V Windflowers- Designs derived from the actual shape and
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Worth looking up...
-

---

P.O. Box 951, Marblehead, MA 01945 (617) 631-71 66

World's finest fabric kites and windsocks

BERLIN
KITES ABOVE

THE WALL
v

Text and Photographs by

JACQUES FlSSlER

ever before have kites demonstrated
their philosophical value with such
impact! At the end of September,
1986, thanks t o Michael Steltzer, Andrea
Bosche and Chris Sandy, with participation
from the Kite Club of Germany, the Berlin
Kite Club, and the aid of the Kopeniclcer
Bank, the Third International [German]
Kite Festival was held in Berlin. At the
same time, the First German National
Stunt Kite Championships took place.
The occasion confirmed the importance
of the kite in this great city of a divided
country.
By way of a preamble, perhaps it is
appropriate t o make a short historical
recollection, which may help show the
importance of the kite in Berlin.
At the end of the European part of
the Second World War, in April 1945,
Soviet troops reached the capital of the
Third Reich. Following the capitulation
of Germany and the Potsdam Conference,
the city of Berlin was divided into four
sectors under the occupation of the
victorious powers: the United States,
Great Britain, France and the Soviet
Union. In 1948, there was a two-month
WINTER-SPRING 1987
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From above clockwise:
a Brunhild-like figure on a rokkaku kite
by Alfons of Berlin; an expansible box kite
(Ohashi style) by Jdrgen Mdller-Hansen of
Denmark; Till Krapp with one of his kites;
in the background, radomes at
Templehof Airport.

blockade; in 1953, a popular uprising in
East Berlin; in 1958, an unreasonable
Soviet ultimatum and the withdrawal of
western forces from Berlin. Construction
on the wall began August 13, 1961.
Meanwhile, despite this "wall of
shame," Germans by the thousands have
crossed from east t o west. Despite the
surveillance of the vopos, not a month
passes that a fugitive does not attempt
the terrible crossing of the mine fields.
Imagine, then, kites in Berlin! Kites high
in the sky, above the wall-imagine their
impact on the spirit!
For this festival, Michael Steltzer had
reserved a hill in Marienfelde's Freizet
Park, near Tempelhof Airport, and only
300 meters from the wall! Whether the
location was simple chance or deliberate
choice, how could one not rejoice t o see
54
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hundreds of kites in the Berlin sky, kites
whose freedom was limited (by the length
of their line), much like the limited freedom of the citizens of East Berlin?
Among the members present from the
Kite Club of Germany, Till Krapp, from
Melsungen, clearly saw two kites flying in
the east, on the other side of the wall.
"We have some friends from the other
side," he said, "and they knew that we
would be in West Berlin for this festival.
They are with us in spirit. One day
perhaps they will be able to fly their
kites with us! " Till is the chief technician
of the German club. An engineer of
precision machinery, he measures his
kites down t o the millimeter.
As a way of getting out and breathing
clean air, Hans-Peter Buhme, a toxicologist
in Berlin, flies his "Gebauschte Variante"

From left: a "flexible airplane" kite
by Gerhard BBttcher; the well-traveled and
double-bearded Klaus Siering of Berlin;
a ghost kite by Till Krapp; children
reaching for candy being dropped from
kites by the Drachen Club Deutschland.

(flare variation), a large serpent with a 50meter tail. He flies it as a protest against
all the smoke in the sky.
Let us not forget Klaus Siering, with
his beard in two pigtails. This native East
German came t o the west several years
ago and for him the Berlin Kite Festival
is very important. "Ingenious!" he says of
the kites, "but I don't like plastic kites
bought in a supermarket. I would like t o
make a Chinese centipede, a real kite!"
Let us also mention the artistic geometries of Wolfgang Schimmelpfennig of
Hamburg, Peter Malinski of Bremen and
Alfons, a phenomenon of Berlin who is
known by only one name.
And then there was Gerhard B6ttcher
of Berlin, a young man of 68 years, who
has been making "flexible airplanes" for
half a century.

An estimated 10,000 people attended.
this festival, hundreds helped with it,
scores participated actively-entire families
-an encouraging sign for the organizers.
In the center of all these people, deeply
engrossed in "kites above the wall," is
Hans Snoek from Bremen. Numerous
Berliners and kitefliers have their attention drawn t o an "unidentified flying
object." Is i t some sort of monstrous
machine from another planet? Or perhaps
a prehistoric bird? A long white body, red
moustache, blue wings-a flying fish? No,
it is a kite made by Hans Snoek.
With his red jumpsuit (the uniform of
the Kite Club of Germany), Hans has the
appearance of a jet pilot. However, behind his smile and precise gestures seems
t o lie a great nostalgia for the past. In fact,
this unique kiteflier discovered the plans
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renaissance.
As for Berlin, above the wall was
another part of the renaissance in which
kites have played a considerable part, this
time in the joining of two great separated
0
families.
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announcing:
BRUMMITT'S GUIDE TO KITES
is being republished this year!

Order a Catalog
i d $1.00 to The Kite Loft
P.O. Box 551
Ocean City, MD 21842
:*'

In celebration of our 10 years of
publishing Kite Lines, we are bringing out a new, revised edition of the
classic Golden Guide handbook on
kites by Wyatt Brummitt (out of
print since 1982).
The entire contents have been
updated, keeping Wyatt's wit and
wisdom, while adding 25 new kite
plans (making a total of 39). The
book has a completely new resources section and many graphic
improvements. Brummitt's Guide
will list for $4.95. You'll love it!
Look for Brummitt's Guide t o
Kites at your nearest kite store this
summer-or order from us prepublication. We will not cash your
check until we ship your Guide.
Free shipping in the U.S. only for
paid-in-advance orders. (Outside
U.S., shipping is $1.00 surface and
$2.00 air.)
Aeolus Press, Inc.
7106 Campfield Road
Baltimore, MD 21207-4699

(We also cater to the Kite "Heavies" for those special needs --just ask).

.

NEW
FROM KITECRAFT
/".?
SKYRAY DELTA AND
TRI-STAR NOW AVAILABLE
IN MEDIUM AND LARGE SIZES

a
NYLON CARRYING CASES
ON ALL KITES OVER $25.

/".7
IMPROVED HEADERS

/1.7
IMPROVED INSTRUCTIONS

/".?
AT KITECRAFT WE SPECIALIZE IN
UNIQUE KITES AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

812-334-41 31
704 h COLLEGE AVE

\\
y

flies effortlessly in a wider range of wind than
o t h e r p a r a f o i l s . Over 10 carefully coordinated
c o l o r c o m b i n a t i o n s available now in 5 sizes:
#60 - 60 sq.ft., "awesome,"
#4 -4 sq.ft., new low-priced
popular model for kids and adults
#8 -8 sq.ft., new reduced price
#16 - 16 sq.ft., exhilarating to fly

for the serious kiteflier
#252 - 252 sq.ft., "incredible"
giant," in a class by itself

Made of %oz. s p i n n a k e r r i p s t o p nylon.
Quality w o r k m a n s h i p , made in the U.S.A.
F o r more information, c o n t a c t Air Affairs, Inc.,
107 C h e l s e a Rd., Hatboro, PA 19040

2151672-1470
I

BLOOM h G T O h , h 47401
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THAI KITES:
Text and Drawings by Ron Spaulding
Finished Drawings by Sakorn Vongvavjit
Research and Assistance by Siddhijai Solasachinda and John Hoskin
Photographs by Luca Invernizzi Tettoni
hen the southwest monsoon
is beginning t o stir the leaves
of Thailand's flame trees,
many elderly grandparents, not t o mention
their grandchildren, lift their eyes t o the
sky, anticipating the excitement of the
kiteflying season.
For Thais, kiteflying is not just a casual
attempt t o see how high a craft can soar
into the sky. It is an ancient sport that
stretches back t o the very birth of the
nation. It involves everyone from kings t o
commoners. It is dignified by a timehonored heritage of skills in kitemaking
and flying that include long-established
rules and regulations for competition. It
is Thailand's national pastime. And it is
the most sophisticated form of competitive kiteflying in the world.
Kiteflying as a sport has been popular
in Thailand since the reign of King
Ramkamhaeng of the Sukhothai period,
some 700 years Ago. There is also evidence
that King Rama I1 (1809-1824) enjoyed
kite fighting more or less in its presentday form. The King used t o match his

pentagonal male kite, called a ~ h u l a ,
against a courtier's female kite, called a
pakpao, on the Pramain Grounds beside
the royal palace, the same area from
which kites are flown today.
The big annual competition between
the chulas and pakpaos is what traditional
Thai kiteflying is all about. In the past,
contests spanned a two-month period
during which games were held every afternoon during March and April, when the
warm southern trade winds are at their
best.
Today few people can afford t o take
that much time off work t o go kiteflying.
Accordingly, the annual contest for the
coveted King's Cup has been shortened,
and now runs usually for the month of
March. Dates and duration can vary, however, and the precise schedule is set each
year by the organizers.
Although their scheduling has been
abbreviated from past practice, the competitions remain true t o tradition in every
other respect. The venue is Sanam Luang,
the oval-shaped public area adjacent t o

Opposite page, an early 1900s mural decorates
a wall of the Thai Buddhist temple, Rachapradit,
Bangkok. Such temples were the country's
source of learning at the time. Murals sewed as
textbooks, illustrated with scenes of daily life
to make the scriptures more understandable.
Left, a chula kite team uses a pulley to haul its
kite, with its captured pakpao, into the safety
of its own territory.
Above, Vinai Poomaitong sends a chula kite
downfield into combat.
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Kiteflying and making are close to the hearts
of the Thai people, whether they are
champions or beginners. These young men
are making not only chula and pakpao battle
kites, but also other traditional designs, such
as the well-known long-tailed cobra.
Lower right, a team's "stable" of 8-10 chula
kites waits in readiness for selection according
to the particular wind condition.

Bangkok's Grand Palace, which King
Mongkut first opened to kitefliers in
1855. And as before, contests are held
every afternoon at 4:00 o'clock.
The character of the contest is unlike
other forms of kite fighting because the
combatants are the "male" chula kites
and the "female" pakpao kites.
The chula is a sturdy 260cm kite with
a bamboo frame that has been seasoned
for months. Shaped like a five-pointed
star, the big kite has three sets of bamboo
barbs attached t o its line for snagging a
female. It takes a team of at least 20 people
to launch, maneuver and retrieve a chula.
The pakpao, or female, is deceptively
fragile, diamond-shaped and only 90cm
from stem to stern. Its defenses are a
marvelous maneuverability and a 1200cm
loop of string hanging beneath its flying
line, plus a 630cm tail with which it
attempts to ensnare and strangle its opponent. The flirty little pakpao, with an expert at the end of its line, can dart in on
its cumbersome male enemy with deadly
accuracy.
To constitute a competition, there
must be at least two pakpao teams for
every chula team. Each game is held between two to three chula teams and five
to ten pakpao teams. One afternoon's
game lasts 45 minutes. Should there be
more than three chula teams, a second set
of 45 minutes is played. The teams draw
lots t o decide who plays in which set.
The field of contest is divided into two
sections by a rope hoisted at a little above
head height. The chula fliers position
themselves at the far end of the upwind
area, while the pakpao teams are stationed
just beyond the dividing rope in the downwind section.
A male kite venturing into pakpao
territory is any female's game, and vice
versa. Sometimes the male is the aggressor,
choosing from the pool of flirting wallflowers the pakpao he thinks he can bring
home, like choosing an unknown partner
at a dance, and often with as calamitous a
result. At other times, a pakpao may find
herself in a position for a role reversal,
62
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and will swoop down and lasso an unsuspecting male.
No male kite dies without a struggle,
nor does any female, but the wails of anguish are greatest at the chula end of the
field when one of its members is threatened. Thus, for the spectator, the best
position for viewing a competition is as
close to a chula team as safety and the
officials will permit.
Overseeing the competition are a
referee and a number of field observers
whose task is to keep track of who has
captured whom. In the event of a dispute,
they have the final say.

Every team has a collection of 10-12
kites, although each team may fly only
one kite at a time. Before the start of the
contest, each pakpao team puts up one
kite. Once the females are fluttering provocatively above their territory, the
referee signals the start and each chula
team puts up a kite.
The object of the exercise is now for
each chula team to capture and bring
down inside its territory as many pakpaos
as it can-and vice versa for the pakpaoswithin the allotted 45 minutes. On the
average, it takes about two minutes for a
chula to go out, capture and bring back a

Top left, a traditional orchestra accompanies a
competition, following every movement of the
kites. Spectators can close their eyes and follow
the action. If a chula abducts a pakpao. the
orchestra sadly laments her fate. If she captures
him, the orchestra happily teases the male.
Lower left, Boontam Himskul, the undisputed
chula champion of 15 years, lures a pakpao into
low-altitude combat 250 meters downfield.
No other chula flier would attempt such a feat.

pakpao. Speed is of the essence, because
only three chulas can be in the air and
only one of them can enter pakpao territory at any one time. When a catch has
been made, resulting in the downing of
two kites, replacements are immediately
launched, so there is rarely a lull in the
action.
Each team scores 10 points for a successful capture and downing of an opponent inside its own territory. The winners
of a contest are the one chula team and
the one pakpao team with the highest
scores.
The regulations governing the contest

are complex, and there are more than 50
rules which have t o be followed. Of these,
the regulations governing the actions of
the chulas are more numerous, and thus
the little female kites are given a slight
advantage.
For example, a chula can bring home a
pakpao only when its barbs have caught
the pakpao's line or tail, or when the
pakpao's tail is tangled with the chula's,
or when the pakpao is damaged by a
broken spar, torn paper, ripped tail, etc.,
or when the pakpao has lost its line loop.
The pakpao, on the other hand, may
do whatever she can t o bring down the
big chula. She may entangle him with her
tail, lasso him with her loop, or lay herself
on the chula's surface, thereby taking the
wind out of his sails and causing him t o
lose balance. Even when a pakpao is being
pulled into chula territory, she may still
by chance regain control and succeed in
bringing down her abductor inside her
own territory. It is all up to the skill of
the teams, and especially their captains,
who give encouragement t o their members usually by blowing a whistle. At
critical moments, the chula captain takes
over the flying, with the team standing
by, slack end of rope in hand, waiting for
the moment when the bamboo barbs take
hold. When a catch is made, a speciallydesigned brass pulley is snapped over the
line and, t o the rhythm of the captain's
whistle, the chula is raced home with its
captive.
At the end of the day's contest, the
scores are tallied and added t o the previous days' totals. And so it goes every
day for the duration of the competition
until the final day, when there is an hourlong runoff between the three top-scoring
chula teams and the six top-scoring
pakpao teams. The winners of this finalone chula and one pakpao-receive the
King's Cup. In addition, trophies are
awarded t o the chula and pakpao teams
with the highest running totals over the

full duration of the competition.
Today's competitions are as popular as
they ever were. Besides attracting thousands of noisy spectators, they draw
hundreds of even louder viewers whose
excitement is augmented by the fierce
betting which traditionally accompanies
any contest. In addition, the local press
turns out t o record the winners, while
the King's Cup finals are broadcast on
national television.

Battle of the Sexes
Every kiteflying competition in Thailand
is a battle of the sexes between the male
chula kite and the female pakpao kite.
The former is dominant and aggressive,
the latter is flighty and clever. He sets out
t o capture her; she, though smaller, has
many tricks and can ensnare her man
with cunning. The outcome of the competition, as in real life, is no foregone
conclusion.
No one knows exactly why and when
the kites were assigned these roles, but
since every existing historical reference
makes mention of the malelfemale characteristics, it is safe t o assume that a
battle of the sexes was integral t o the
sport from the start.
So strong have been the masculine and
feminine associations that Thai poets of
the past found the chula and pakpao
t o be handy metaphors for love songs and
tales of romance.
Such comparisons are no mere flights
of romantic fantasy. The physical components of the chula and pakpao have very
clear parallels with distinguishing male
and female characteristics.
Reference t o the star shape of the big
chula is often made in human termshead, chest, legs and back. The pakpao,
on the other hand, is feminine in being
smaller, prettier and, in most telling
fashion, deceptively fragile. Then there is
the symbolism of the kites' respective
weapons-the barbs of the chula, the tail
and loop of the pakpao-which could
hardly be more explicit.
Moreover, the etiquette of the sport is
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The Chula Kite
The chula is a tall, sturdy kite in the
shape of a five-pointed star with the
following specifications:
Height: 254cm
Width: 193cm
Longeron: 2 17cm
Wing Spars: 21 5cm
Leg Spars: 144cm
Bridle: fore leg 7m, aft leg 7.14111
In addition to its large size and weight,
the chula is equipped t o conquer a pakpao by means of three to five barbs on
its flying line. Each of these is made up
of six 20cm pieces of bamboo, curved at
the ends and tied back-to-back over the
line t o form a star-shaped hook. These
barbs are used to ensnare a pakpao by
catching her line or tail in their curves.

The Pakpao Kite
The pakpao is a small, diamond-shaped
kite with the following specifications:
Height: 88cm
Width: 75cm
Longeron: 88cm
Wing Spar: 102cm
Bridle: fore leg 113cm, aft leg 11Scm
Although much smaller and lighter than
the chula, the pakpao cannot only elude
the male through rapid flight, she can
also bring him down through one of two
feminine devices. First there is the pakpao's tail, a piece of starched cotton
630cm long (seven times the length of
the longeron) which tapers in width
from 6.5cm t o 3cm. It is attached t o the
kite by a piece of line three times the
length of the longeron. The second trap
is the pakpao's loop, a 12m length of
line attached t o the flying line by small
bamboo tubes 10m apart.
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Top right, the tools and materials used in
making Thai kites are dictated by tradition.
The bamboo must be of the "sisuk" variety
from Thailand's jungles. I t is split, straightened,
shaped and polished t o a fine finish. The line is
made from fibers combed from the bark of the
"ban" tree in the mountains of the northeast.
Lower left, top spar and Iongeton are neatly
jo~ned Lower r~ght,a l ~ n econtrol stool 1s
placed over the flying l ~ n efor a teammate to
s ~ on
t whlle the k ~ t eIS raced home.

'-..

mdle fc~ndle-lnspircd Thc chula, for exdmple, should a\oid dpprodchlng d pakpdo Irom belo\\! Ilc 1s the Jtrractnc aggresor
and shoultl Assume a h12h dnd
proud position from which he can swoop
down on his captive. The pakpao, while
she does not chase, can still play active
roles by luring the chula into an awkward
position and then darting across his path,
ensnaring him with her tail or loop.
In practice, these roles are played to
good effect. With skillful handling, the
big and powerful chula can maneuver in
any direction; the little pakpao can be
timid or fast as she pleases.
The subtlety of the sport is such that
neither kite is trying t o destroy the other;
rather, he attempts t o abduct her, she
tries t o capture him. It is precisely this
intricate game, which we all recognize,
that makes the sport as exciting for the
spectators as for the players.

-

ELEMENTS OF THE GAME
The Chula Team
The standard team to fly a chula consists
of at least 20 persons as follows:
1 Captain (also co-flier)
1 Flier '
1 Catcher (with pulley)
5 Assistant Catchers
1 Line Controller (with stool)
8 Pull-In Runners (or more)
1 String Tender (with basket)
1 Kite Technician (responsible for
launch, knots, bridle adjustments)
1 Kite Repairer (on-site)

The Pakpao Team
The standard team t o fly a pakpao consists
of only four t o five persons as follows:
1 Flier
1 Catcher (with pulley)
2 Pull-In Runners
1 String Tender (with basket)

The Bamboo
The spars of a traditional Thai kite are
made from split bamboo and they are prepared by hand in a slow, careful process.
Only one type of bamboo, the sisuk
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variety, meets the demands of Thai kitemakers and has the necessary size, strength
and flexibility. Even then, it must be
selected with care. It is important that
the plant be mature-at least 10 years old
-and that it be cut only some four or five
months after the end of the annual rains,
around February or March. It is then split
and stored away for 10 months t o allow
it t o dry out completely.
Split bamboo, however carefully selected, is not perfectly straight, and so,
once it is thoroughly dry, it must be bent
to shape. This is done by heating each
joint individually over a charcoal fire and

bending the bamboo into line.
In fact, the heating process serves a
dual purpose as it also kills the white ant
eggs that may be embedded under the
bamboo skin. If this were not done, the
little creatures would hatch out and
reduce the pole to powder in a matter of
three months.
Once dried and straightened, the bamboo is ready to be shaped as required.
The work is done with wood files, and
demands skill and precision. For example,
the chula's wing spar is something of a
challenge in that this one piece of bamboo
must be filed so that it runs in thickness

Left, gold medals, a book
of competition rules from
1932, a King's Cup and old
photos reflect generations
of kiteflying in Thailand.
Lower left, a veteran flier
displays a championship
kite and medal. Estimated
date: 1924 or 1925. Note
that the kite's structure
remains unchanged today.

L. --
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from 5mm at either end to 13mm in the
middle. Moreover, it must be perfectly
straight and must flex to a perfect bow.
It takes many hours to shape the spars
according to specifications. It is work
that cannot be hurried, and even a skilled
worker needs a month to build one kite.

The Line
Thailand and Japan may be the only
two countries left in the world where kite
line is still made by hand. The craft
involves a slow, painstaking and timehonored process. It starts from scratch
with the raw material provided by nature

and ends with a cord that has no stretch
and is strong enough to pull an ox.
The basic material is the bark of the
ban tree, which grows well only in the
northern part of Thailand. The bark is
first stripped from the trunk and soaked
in water for two weeks in order to soften
the fibers. After this, the pulp is pounded
with a wooden mallet and combed t o
separate the individual strands of fiber,
which are about 20cm to 25cm long.
~0~ considerable patience is required
as the fibers are joined and twisted
together into a three-ply cord. The complicated process continues, a few centimeters at a tlme, until the required length
is produced.
To give an idea of the time involved,
an experienced cord maker can produce
uv to six meters a dav and a pakpao
. . kite
will need 300 meters of line (three sets of
lOOm each). The big- chula, which has to
do all the chasing, must have at least
900 meters (three sets of 300m each).
Once the line has been spliced to the
appropriate length, it must be soaked in
water and then strung out between two
trees so that it will shrink and tighten. If
it has been well made, it will last four or
five seasons.
In chula and pakpao competitions, two
unique accessories are brought into play:
a pulley and a line-control stool. The
former is used for both kites, while the
stool is employed only by the chula team.
The pulley is a hook-shaped piece of
wood, roughly 40cm long for the chula
and 35cm for the pakpao, with a pulley
wheel inside the curve. When an opposing
kite has been caught, it must be quickly
,pulled home, so immediately the pulley is
snapped over the victor's line, creating a

steady angle between the
kite and the runners, and
enabling- the haul-down
t o be. .done as quickly as
poss~ble.
The line control stool
is a small, sturdy fourlegged bench with a roller alongside each
leg and one more underneath the seat. It
is used to assist the quick retrieval of a
chula. When the captain calls for the kite
to be brought in, the line controller
rushes up with the stool, places it over
the line and sits on the stool to keep the
line steady while it is being raced in.

HISTORY OF KITES IN THAILAND
While it is clear that kiteflying has always
been common in Thailand, its precise 0rigins and antecedents are obscure. Like
many other forms of popular culture, the
sport has been handed down from generation t o generation largely through an oral
tradition. Written records and references
are few, especially prior to the founding
of Bangkok as the capital in 1782.
However, although there are many
tantalizing unknowns in our learning, sufficient material does exist to allow an
historical sketch that traces kiteflying
from the first Thai kingdom centered on
Sukhothai through the succeeding
Ayutthaya period and into the present
Ratanakosin or Bangkok era.

SukhothaiPeriod: c. 1238-1438
The first Thai sovereign state was founded
at Sukhothai in the early 13th century
when two Thai chieftains rallied their
people and defeated the Khmer overlords.
Although short-lived, this first capital saw
the initial flowering of Thai culture in all
its vital forms. Right from the start, kiteflying was a part of the social fabric.
If legend is to be believed, one of the
first Sukhothai kings was a kite enthusiast
and there is a story which tells how his
pastime led to an amorous adventure.
He was flying his kite one day, so the
fable goes, when the line broke and the
craft landed on the roof of a nearby
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palace belonging t o a nobleman. The King
decided t o resolve this potentially embarrassing situation by waiting until nightfall
before scaling the palace walls disguised
as a commoner and retrieving his kite.
He so entered the palace, but before
looking for his kite he remembered that
the nobleman had a beautiful daughter.
The opporunity was too good t o miss, so
he sought out the woman and spent the
night with her. The kite was recovered
the next day, though the outcome of the
romance is unknown.
On somewhat firmer historical ground
are surviving chronicles telling us that
ngao kites were a feature of a ceremony
known as klang, which was conducted by
Brahmins, the priests who then-as even
now-conducted royal rites. The ritual,
most likely of Indian origin, involved the
flying of humming kites over the city
either as a form of blessing or in order t o
predict the weather of the coming season.
In the language of the Khmer (from whom
the Thai inherited Brahmin rituals and
other manifestations of Indianized culture), the word klang means bird or kite.
The ngao kite was similar t o the chula
kite we know today, except the ngao was
equipped with a humming bow at the
nose. The chula n o longer makes the
growling sound it had until the 70s, when
speed became more important than sound.
Another similar kite is the dui-dui, a
steady night flier that sings a melody like
one made by fingers meandering u p and
down the scales on a flute. The sound (duidui-dui-dui-dui) is produced by a bow fitted with a reed that freely twists and
creates the tonal vibrations. Even today,
up-country, it is the custom t o get u p
early and bring the dui-dui down before
the morning dew sets in. It appears from
ancient poems that the dui-dui is a descendant of the ngao kite.

Ayutthaya Period: 1350 to 1767
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The Thai kingdom of Ayutthaya was
founded in 1350 and rose rapidly to power,
taking Sukhothai as a vassal state in the
mid-14th century and totally eclipsing it
in 1438 t o become the undisputed Thai
capital. It flourished for 4 0 0 years until
it was sacked and razed by the Burmese
in 1767.
Ayutthaya inherited many of Sukhothai's cultural and religious traditions,
including the klang ceremony, which continued t o be practiced until the beginning
of the Ratanakosin era. In his records of
the Ayutthaya ceremonial, poet Prince
Somdej Chaofa Thammatibet Chiyachet

Suriyawongse wrote of the klang: "In
December when the winds are strong . . .
the ngao kites will fly all over the city and
create musical sounds.. .there will be a lot
of ladies sending off the kites everywhere."
Kiteflying, however, was more than a
ritual; it was a craze infecting everyone
from the king down. Such was its popularity that kites often became entangled
with the roofs of the royal palace, not
only damaging buildings but also infringing
on the private preserve of the monarchy.
Eventually, it got so bad that a royal edict
was proclaimed forbidding the flying of
kites over the palace; offenders were to
have one hand cut off as punishment.
Not that Ayutthaya kings were antikiteflying; they, like their Sukhothai
counterparts, were fond of the sport. For
example, Monsieur de la ~ o u b ? r eFrench
,
Emissary t o the Court of King Narai in
the 17th century, commented on how the
king's kite could be seen at night with
lanterns attached to it and glowing "like a
comet." At other times, instead of lanterns,
a coin would be tied to the kite and if it
got lost the person who recovered it
could keep the money as a reward.
Another Ayutthaya king made use of
the kite as a war machine. When the city
of Nakhon Ratchasima revolted in the
reign of Phra Phetracha (1688-1703), the
rebels were defeated by kites. The king's
army had been unable to storm the city
by conventional methods, so pots of gunpowder with long fuses were attached to
kites and flown over the walls. The resulting aerial bombardment set fire to houses,
creating sufficient confusion to enable
the Ayutthaya soldiers to enter the city
and put down the revolt.
It was also in Ayutthaya times that the,
chula and pakpao kites made their first
appearance, and competitions were organized as a national sport. Undated written
evidence of this is found in a book titled
The Traditional Culture of Ayutthaya.
Here it is recorded that the king would
put up his chula kite from the palace
compound and challenge any pakpao kite
that entered his territory. When one did,
the king would appoint royal guards to
do the running-in and so bring the kites
down. Not only is this the first mention
of the pakpao kite, it also includes the
first record of the fierce betting which
accompanies competitions, even today.
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the invaders. Their capital, however, was
beyond salvaging. A temporary power
base was established at Thonburi where
King Taksin reigned for 15 years until, in
1782, his successor, King Rama I, moved
the capital across the Chao Phya River to
Bangkok. This new city was modeled on
Ayutthaya and was designed t o reflect
both the former glory of the lost capital
and its lifestyle, pastimes and traditions.
Presumably the first reign was too involved in building activities to find time
TO GIVE THE THAI TRADITIONAL KITE MAKERS AND FLIERS
leisure pursuits!
in the
PRIDE AND SUBSTANCE THROUGH INTERNATIONAL RECOGNlTlON
King Rama I1 (1809-1824) kiteflying was
once again a royal pastime.Thechronic1es there at the end of the line stands a year of his reign, he appointed Phraya
of this period relate how Rama I1 would beautiful princess.
Bhirom Bhakdi t o form a "Siam Sports
fly his chula kite out from his palace and
Kiteflying obviously enjoyed a great Club" (a name that still applies, even
over the walls of the nearby residence of popularity by the middle of the 19th though Siam has been called Thailand
his brother, who held the rank of Second century. Rama IV, King Mongkut (1851- since 1939) and authorized him t o hold
King, and who would send up a pakpao in 1868) appears to have been as troubled kiteflying competitions at Sanam Luang.
competition.
The club existed quietly for five or six
with kite excesses as were his predecessors
From this date forward, references to in Ayutthaya. In 1855, he made a public years before it was finally registered in
kiteflying become much more common in announcement that anyone who wished 1933. It suffered an inevitable setback
Thai history and literature. For example, to do so might fly kites at the royal pa- during World War 11, when Thailand was
Sunthornpu, the foremost literary figure rade grounds, adjacent to the palace (now occupied by the Japanese, but by 1952 it
in the early Ratanakosin period, wrote a called Sanam h a n g and still the site for was back on its feet. From then on, kitepoetic account of how a little female kiteflying competitions), but, he stated, fliers and the Siam Sports Club have joined
pakpao succeeds in seducing a chula:
kites could not be flown over the palace forces t o re-establish the annual competi"Pakpao has caught her chula in the because they could damage the delicate tions, which, with the exception of 1985
air. . . the chula tilts and limps to one golden spires.
when the Sanam Luang site was needed
side, barely able to balance.. . the pakpao
During the next reign, that of Rama V for other purposes, have been held yearly
follows suit, she moves closer and closer. (Mongut's son, King Chulalongkorn), the ever since.
The big chula struggles, nearly out of con- chula and pakpao competitions were estrol. The pakpao takes aim and does not tablished as a national wort. In 1906 the 'lhe'lhaiKite
HeritageGroup
miss. Unable to move, he cannot escape first contest for a royal gold cup was held Established in 1986, the Thai Kite Heri. . . Finally they land and become one."
at the Dusit Palace. The King presided tage Group is a private association which
It is not known how or when the chula over the competition with members of states as its aim "To give the Thai tradiand pakpao kites became associated with the royal family in attendance, and a court tional kitemakers and fliers pride and submale and female roles, but it appears t o orchestra provided background music t o stance through international recognition."
have always been the case. In her visit to spur the competitors to greater endeavors.
Founded by three enthusiasts, Ron
Thailand, ' the 20th century American The King enjoyed these contests so much Spaulding, Siddhijai Solasachinda and
anthropologist Ruth Benedict described that they were held annually until his Somsawat Promsiri, the Group is currently
the kites as having such associations, and death in 1910.
involved in a number of activities designed
further noted that the male chula was
Without the encouragement of King t o promote the traditional sport overseas,
always the dominant character, as was the Rama V, the contests fell into disarray and t o make widely available accurate
human male in Thai society till then.
until King Rama VI (1910-1925) saw the information about Thai kites.
In the pictorial arts, chula and pakpao need to re-establish the sport. In the last
Topping the list of present priorities is
competitions have been depicted in several
of the murals that adorn the interior walls
A Footnote:Trying to Be Accurate
of temples. (These paintings commonly
use scenes from daily life as background
Documenting a spoken tradition (com- people are not built on the same scale.
for religious tableaux.) But perhaps the
The drawings accompanying this
pared t o a written tradition) means that
most charming example of kites in tradithe discrepancies are not immediately article are accurate to the millimeter,
tional painting is to be found in a mural
obvious. All the master kitemakers and measured from actual kites that won a
at Wat Phra Singh in the northern city of
fliers are convinced that their particular recent championship. But they are not
Chiang Mai. Executed during the reign of
methods are true to those of their fore- how-to-make step-by-step instructions.
Rama V (1868-1910), it illustrates a fantasy
bears. And, of course, they are. For ex- The details would have been too many
written in the time of Rama 111. The story
ample, the kite measurements are based for this presentation.
relates how a prince hoped to find a prinNeedless to say, I would be very
on the old Siamese measure of finger,
cess t o marry by flying his kite and seekfist, elbow, arm, etc. A point-to-point happy to answer any queries for inforing his bride wherever it landed. The
measure may be two fists and three mation not covered in this article.
painting shows the kite having landed on
-Ron Spaulding
fingers. The system is there, but all
the roof of a palace in a distant land, and
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base was established at Thonburi where
King Taksin reigned for 15 years until, in
1782, his successor, King Rama I, moved
the capital across the Chao Phya River t o
Bangkok. This new city was modeled on
Ayutthaya and was designed t o reflect
both the former glory of the lost capital
and its lifestyle, pastimes and traditions.
Presumably the first reign was too involved in building activities to find time
TO GIVE THE THAI TRADITIONAL KITE MAKERS AND FLIERS
leisure pursuits,
in the reign
PRIDE AND SUBSTANCE THROUGH INTERNATIONAL RECOGNlTlON
King Rama I1 (1809-1824) kiteflying was
once again a royal pastime. The chronicles there at the end of the line stands a -year of his reign, he appointed Phraya
of this period relate how Rama I1 would beautiful princess.
Bhirom Bhakdi t o form a "Siam Sports
fly his chula kite out from his palace and
Kiteflying obviously enjoyed a great Club" (a name that still applies, even
over the walls of the nearby residence of popularity by the middle of the 19th though Siam has been called Thailand
his brother, who held the rank of Second century. Rama IV, King Mongkut (1851- since 1939) and authorized him t o hold
King, and who would send u p a pakpao in 1868) appears t o have been as troubled kiteflying competitions a t Sanam Luang.
competition.
The club existed quietly for five or six
with kite excesses as were his predecessors
From this date forward, references t o in Ayutthaya. In 1855, h e made a public years before it was finally registered in
kiteflying become much more common in announcement that anyone who wished 1933. It suffered an inevitable setback
Thai history and literature. For example, to do so might fly kites a t the royal pa- during World War 11, when Thailand was
Sunthornpu, the foremost literary figure rade grounds, adjacent t o the palace (now occupied by the Japanese, but by 1952 it
in the early Ratanakosin period, wrote a called Sanam Luang and still the site for was back on its feet. From then on, kitepoetic account of how a little female kiteflying competitions), but, he stated, fliers and the Siam Sports Club have joined
pakpao succeeds in seducing a chula:
kites could not be flown over the palace forces t o re-establish the annual competi"Pakpao has caught her chula in the because they could damage the delicate tions, which, with the exception of 1985
air. . . the chula tilts and limps t o one golden spires.
when the Sanam Luang site was needed
side, barely able t o balance.. . the pakpao
During the next reign, that of Rama V for other purposes, have been held yearly
follows suit, she moves closer and closer. (Monflt's son, King Chulalongkorn), the ever since.
The big chula struggles, nearly o u t of con- chula and pakpao competitions were estrol. The pakpao takes aim and does not tablished as a national sport. In 1906 the The Thai Kite Heritage Group
miss. Unable t o move, he cannot escape first contest for a royal gold cup was held Established in 1986, the Thai Kite Heritage Group is a private association which
. . . Finally they land and become one."
at the Dusit Palace. The King- presided
.
It is not known how or when the chula over the competition with members of states as its aim "To give the Thai tradiand pakpao kites became associated with the royal family in attendance, and a court tional kitemakers and fliers pride and submale and female roles, but it appears t o orchestra provided background music t o stance through international recognition."
have always been the case. In her visit t o spur the competitors t o greater endeavors.
Founded by three enthusiasts, Ron
Thailand, ' the 20th century American The King enjoyed these contests so much Spaulding, Siddhijai Solasachinda and
anthropologist Ruth Benedict described that they were held annually until his Somsawat Promsiri, the Group is currently
the kites as having such associations, and death in 1910.
involved in a number of activities designed
further noted that the male chula was
Without the encouragement of King t o promote the traditional sport overseas,
always the dominant character, as was the Rama V, the contests fell into disarray and t o make widely available accurate
human male in Thai society till then.
until King Rama VI (1910-1925) saw the information about Thai kites.
In the pictorial arts, chula and pakpao need t o re-establish the sport. In the last
Topping the list of present priorities is
competitions have been depicted in several
I
of the murals that adorn the interior walls
A
Footnote:
Trying
to
Be
Accurate
of temples. (These paintings commonly
use scenes from daily life as background
Documenting a spoken tradition (com- people are not built on the same scale.
for religious tableaux.) But perhaps the
pared t o a written tradition) means that
The drawings accompanying this
most charming example of kites in tradithe discrepancies are not immediately article are accurate t o the millimeter,
tional painting is t o be found in a mural
obvious. All the master kitemakers and measured from actual kites that won a
at Wat Phra Singh in the northern city of
fliers are convinced that their particular recent championship. But they are not
Chiang Mai. Executed during the reign of
methods are true t o those of their fore- how-to-make step-by-step instructions.
Rama V (1868-1910), it illustrates a fantasy
bears. And, of course, they are. For ex- The details would have been too many
written in the time of Rama 111. The story 1 ample, the kite measurements are based for this presentation.
relates how a prince hoped t o find a prinon the old Siamese measure of finger,
Needless t o say, I would be very
cess t o marry by flying his kite and seekfist, elbow, arm, etc. A point-to-point happy t o answer any queries for inforing his bride wherever it landed. The
measure may be two fists and three mation not covered in this article.
painting shows the kite having landed on
fingers. The system is there, but all
-Ron Spaulding
the roof of a palace in a distant land, and

~
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the formation of demonstration teams
which will be sponsored on overseas tours.
At the same time, the Group is building
up contacts with kiteflying associations
and publications in other countries with a
view to exchanging visits and information.
The Thai Kite Heritage Group is already giving lectures on kiteflying, to be
expanded through the making of a
presentation video and the setting up of a
;raveling" exhibition.
The Group was welcomed abroad at
the 4th Biennial International Kite Competition in Dieppe, France, September
13-14, 1986. Michel Dascotte wrote his
impressions for "Le Nouveau Cervoliste
Belge" (No. 27, Nov.-Dec. 1986):
"The Thai kitefliers had quite an elegant presentation: black trousers, white
jackets, gold buttons-no comparison to
our clothing. When one sees them proceeding with their kites to the flying field,
they seem to be coming to a religious
ceremony. Each club was then received
by the Thai team and presented with a
video cassette as well as a chula kite."
In order to increase knowledge and
understanding about traditional Thai kiteflying, the Group is now establishing an
English language data bank on the sport
with the collation of existing material and
the inclusion of new information.
Co-founder Ron Spaulding says:
"Peovle are not aware that the art of
traditional kiteflying is far more sophisticated in Thailand than in any other country. The high degree of craftsmanship in
kitemaking -has been perfected over the
centuries, while the norms and rules of
competition were established by the
Royal Palace perliaps 200 years ago.
"The art has come down t o us in a pure
and unaltered form, but precisely because
of the skill and dedication involved, it is
becoming increasingly difficult for it to
prosper, indeed even t o survive.
"An awareness strengthened by international interest will, we hope, help preserve
the heritage and keep the sport alive." 9

RON SPAULDZNG is an art director and
designer from Batavia, Ohio, who "went
to Sweden for vacation, stayed 10 years,
got cold, came t o Thailand, always warm,
plenty of sun, sand, wind, have Thai wife
and two children, here now for 12 years."
He started ThailandS first design studio,
The Huge Company, in 1976, which in
1985 was Thailand's most award-winning
independent agency. In recent years, Ron
has devoted many hours helping preserve
the traditions of kitejlying in Thailand.

Free Kite Catalog!
Let us be your mail order k ~ t source!
e
Send for your Into The Wind color
catalog. 32 pages of the finest kites and accessories. (Retail Sales Only)
2047-G Broadway, Boulder, CO 80302 (303) 449-5356

*FLEX-WING DESIGN OF LIGHTWEIGHT RIPSTOP NYLON.
*TOUGH MOUIED PLASTIC NOSEPIECE-IT'S GUARANTEEO!
-DESIGNED TO OPERATE IN LIGHTER WINDS.
MERELY SNAP ON ADDITIONAL KITES FOR TANDEM FLIGHT.
*LOOP. DIVE, FIGURE EIGHT. HOVER. T W C H AND GO.
*QUALIN BRAIDED DACRON FLYING LINES WITH HANDLES
*MADE IN THE U.S.A.

DYNA-KITE corp.
P.O. Box 402 Chicopee, MA 01021 (413) 592-3615
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Empty Spaces in the Sky...
Remembering
Clif Bokman
A typically relaxed
Clif Bokman,with
cigar,on the flying
field at a kite
retreat, Harpers
Ferry,

.,,,

kites make good friends-and that friendship is the most important thing in life.
Though diabetes sent him t o the hospita1 many times in his later years, Clif
would bounce back as if nothing had happened, driving his car to Society functions
and his favorite kite shops in Maryland.
At an earlier MKS Retreat, Clif taught
us all how t o make a classic barn door
kite. In his exuberant but self-effacing
way, he explained all the "old" methods
and how he had perfected them with

thousands of BOY Scouts. We each made a
barn door kite and then joined them together to fly as a train at the end of the
weekend.
Though we most associate Clif Bokman
with the barn door, it was only one of
many kites that he appreciated and, eventually, mastered. But for us, kites-whatever the type-were just the lucky key
that gave us the privilege of friendship
with Clif Bokman. And that was "the
-V.G.
most important thing."

"MY GRANDFATHER'S KITE"

b

Members of the Maryland KILL L I U L I ~ ~ Y
lost a true friend on October 18, 1986,
with the death at age 8 0 of clifton ~
l
Bokman.
When we met him in 1980, Clif was retired, but he was still involved in Boy
Scout affairs-and was soon to become
one of our most active members. Clif
assisted at many kitemaking workshops,
reveling in the ease of our methods, free
of the pasting and notching he had done
since boyhood. From his grandfather in
1914 he had learned t o make the "Seven
Sisters," the box kite and the "barn door."
Clif flew kites nearly every week a t
Fort McHenry National Monument in
Baltimore, and when our kite festival
privileges were cut off in 1984, Clif was a
staunch defender of "our right as taxpayers
to fly there." Part of Clif's fondness for
the Fort may have come from his love of
the American flag. He knew flag protocol
like the back of his hand, and h e did not
hesitate t o preach it t o the rest of us. Clif
attended most of our scheduled events at
the Fort, where his big sombrero, covered
in kite buttons, made a colorful combination with his favorite multi-striped kiting
jacket. (In honor of Clif, the Maryland
Kite Society plans t o hold a "Clif Bokman
Memorial Kite Fly" at Fort McHenry annually on the Sunday nearest May 18.)
One of his favorite kites was the seagull, made by his flying buddy BillKocher.
Clif would fly it off the Fort's bulwarks
as a way of starting a conversation. He was
a social personality and used to say that

Clif buysl/4ll-thick lattice from
a lumberyard and has it cut t o
produce sticks 1/41' x 3/16!',
Then, with a fine-bladed saw,
he cuts slots in the ends of the
sticks running side t o side with
the kite, not front t o back.
When you run the framing line
through t h e slots, make an extra pass at the beginning and
end. No knot is necessary.
~ l i recommends
f
sturdy steel
straight pins t o join the sticks.
He
b taps~ them ~through
~ with a
small tack hammer, using an
old iron turned upside down
for an anvil! Note how the pin
is bent and clinched into the
wood.
Almost any paper can be
used for covering. Cut it about

an inch outside t h e framing
string and cut away pieces
around the sticks. Instead of
glue, which "puckers," Clif
uses library paste or flour and
water t o stick the folded hem
down around the framing line.
The standard configuration
calls for a 60-degree angle between the sticks at the point of
intersection, but you can experiment and make your kite
tall and thin or short and fat.
Clif prefers a 4-leg bridle
(two 2-leg bridles)* with a sliding ring for adjustment at the
towing point. For tails, attach
two parallel strips of cloth, one
from each trailing edge corner,
or one long strip from a Vstring. You can also attach

Tn

-

fringe all around or paste a long
"skirt" along the trailing edge.
Stunt-kite fans can attach
their dual lines t o the cross
stick only, about 5'1 t o each
side of the central joint.
And you can fly this kite in
train by using a single bridle
point at the intersection.
Thanks t o "Tight Lines,"
newsletter of the Greater Delaware Valley Kite Society, in
which Clif's method first
appeared. It is capsulized here
with permission.
And thanks most of all t o
Clif Bokman.
*This is Clif's way, but others
prefer a three-point bridle, t o
the "ears" and central cross.

measurements
cross-spar ...... 1411
longerons ......2111
leading edge ...511
trailing edge..lOl'

sticks

@

bend

not t o
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pefl! Makes Kite Flying A Breeze
CAREY'S DUAL CONTROL POCKET KITE WINDER

Patent No. D260.479

The Kite Winder
you've been waiting for!
your nemesf kife sfme-

CAREY III
Designed for small kites.
(Weight - 6 OZ.)

~ a c h$5.98

CAREY'S DUAL CONTROL
POCKET KITE WINDER
Carey 111 can also be used for dual control lines by
tying a loop on each line and placing one over
each end of the winder. With it you can wind up
130 feet of line in 30 seconds - tangle free.
You can take in or let out line rapidly with a
simple two-handed rotating motion with all three
Careys.

Postage 61
Handling $2.00
UPS in the U.S.A.

Y I: HIGH STRENGTH yet light-weight

(Calif. residents add state sales tax)
(Effective February 1, 1987)
Best wholesale prices nationwide.
Dealer inquiries invited.

CAREY 11 and CAREY I WINDERS.
Available in dayglow colors.
NOTE: For Dacron line only. Nylon or mone
filament lines should not be used on CAREY 1 due
to stretch. (Weight - 8 02.)
Each $9-98
CAREY II SUPER STRENGTH
Designed for Snowflakes, Flow Form Parafoils, and
Deltas. Available in high visibility red.
(Weight - 10 02.)
Each $13.98

CAREY'S KITE WINDER
7671 North Avenue
Lemon Grove, CA 92045
(619) 697-8557 . (619) 697-2405

HIGH STRENCTH yet light-weight injection
molded plastic in the popular dayglow colors:
ROCKET RED. CORONA MAGENTA, AURORA
PINK, BLAZE ORANGE, SATURN YELLOW,
SIGNAL GREEN and HORIZON BLUE.
Use proper test line for your kite. Dacron line is
recommended. Will hold 11OO feet.
Winder can also be used for the
1- YOUcan wind up 'Tube" or "Stunt" tails, tangle
fme and ready for use.
2. Plumb line
3. Baseball line marking cord
4. Fishing line
5. Many other uses limted only by one's
imagination.

6001--iRllnGS...

EDO-AM
A SP nM m
~ n m u n n

ns KAnGAROOS o
KITES & BOOMERANGS . . . THE
COMPANION SPORTS! World widest selection of the finest Sport
Boomerangs. "Sticks" from USA,
England. France, German
tralia. Incredible returns! odern
Aus-

8

graphite creations, unique custommade @, and modern wood production sticks . . The 6-MAN has
them all. Order your FREE illustrated
catalo today. FAST, PERSONAL
SERVIC?ALWAYS.

.

Dealer inqu~r~es
welcome.

BOOMERANG MAN. 1806-K North 3rd St.. Monroe. Louisiana 71201-4222

f8

m

!

m

SLIDING
HANDLE,

A

Information o n request
1821 5th Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 231 -4977

GREGOR E McGlNNlS 6 ASSOC.
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P.O. BOX 5472

BERKELEY, CA 94705

I

"The High Performance Kite Company"

I

Back issues of KITE L I N E S offer a
nealth of information and ideas. Many
*eaders regard KITE LINES as more
an educational reference source than a
magazine because of the timeless and
hard-to-find nature of its contents.
And because new information keeps

SPRING 1977 (Vol. 1 No. 1):
3utrigger K i t e Plans, Brummitt's Kite Categories; Exhibits i n New York
and Paris, Paul Garber Profile, T w o Marconi Kite Plans, Festivals o f
lapan, Magazine's History, Tail Talk, Paper Bag Kite, Glue G u n Use

FALL1977 (Vol. 1
agull Delta.

FIRST QUARTER
Best o f Show-Ver

WINTER-SPRING 1

WINTER 1977-78
\iledleval Dragon
Symposium, Engla

's New Nylon Cutting T
I Kite Festival i n Ocean
Us b y Brurnmitt, A l t i t u

roflle,
r . Le

SUMMER-FALL 1 9
The Eye o f Tyrus
Shuttle Cut-Out K I
Deaths of Steve Edei

AKA
yland,

SUMMER-FALL 198
Ohashl's T r a ~ n sand E
sitton o f Small K ~ t e s
Records, Caldwell's

Japan
ram a

SPRING 1985 (Vol.
The Great K ~ t e so f
Tucson Museum o f
Stunter Nomenclatu

Flexifoil, The M ~ r a c l eo f

SPRING-SUMMER 1980
Search~ng for the Real
Brown, K ~ t eAerial Phot
Largest K ~ t e H
, o w t o Brld

.
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For the

This department i s devoted to reports of record-setting
achievements with kites. News will appear from time to
time, as i t arrives, in K I T E LINES. Puhlication of a report
is not to be construed as official recognition, by K I T E
LINES or any other party, o f any attempt at a record.
Neither are any of the methods that arc described in the
contributed reports necessarily recommended.

Why Is Everybody Claiming
Largest Stunt Kite?
Largest Stunt Kite is n o t on the list of
categories of kite records recommended
as significant by Kite Lines (see SummerFall 1985 issue). But over the past year or
so, a passel of contenders has come forth
claiming the title.
The first in our files is Rick Kinnaird,
September 22,1984, Ocean City,Maryland.
Rick and a crew of volunteers tried t o fly
"the largest stunt kite in the world,"
namely Rick's Big Silver Thing, the pillowy
metallized lapki kite of 200 square feet
In surface area. The idea seemed to be:
cake the largest kite you can find and see
if you can get it t o perform the minimum
requirements ( 5 minutes of flight under
control, including a loop t o the left and a
ioop t o the right)-then d u b it a "stunter."
Rick had n o luck with the maneuvers, but
his interesting effort was written u p in
the Summer-Fall 1984 Kite Lines.
In Cervia, Italy, June, 1985, the Club
Cervia Volante flew a monster Peter
Powell-type kite of 15 square meters
(about 1 6 0 square feet), measuring 6 m x
5m (about 201 x 161) The claim was made
by Francesco Innisi and Nadia Bonotti of
Portiolo, Italy, that this was "the world's
largest stunter," but its maneuvers were
not recorded, so the kite's success was unofficial. However, the kite was surely a
credible challenger, for, as Francesco said,
"This kite was'not built t o set records,
but t o fly."
On July 7, 1986, Kite Lines received a
telephone call from Debbie Wonsyld of
Hood River, Oregon, saying that she,
Dyane Andresen and Dolly and Red
McClarren had made a 16-foot delta
(approximately 6 4 square feet in area)
and the McClarrens had flown it on July 6
over the Columbia River Gorge. We asked
for more details but did not receive adequate information t o support a claim.
On September 20, 1986, two contenders came t o Ocean City, Maryland prepared t o put their kites through the paces
for the gold medal being offered by The
Kite Loft t o world record setters.
Mark Hergan of Baltimore launched a
giant octopus-type kite made of scrap
bedsheets and PVC tubing. It had barely
risen from the ground before it dove over
and crashed. (Mark repaired it but in a later
try the kite collapsed again with a thud.)
The second would-be hero was Larry

following, clockwise from top left:
Francesco lnnisi and the 15m2kite
he flew in Italy with the assistance
of the Club Cervia Volante;
Mark Hergan and his bedsheet
octopus kite just before its crash;
Larry Schultz using Hergan's
control bar on his "FIRE" kite;
John Waters flying his first record,
a 180-square-foot soft kite, which
John later surpassed with a 330
square-footer; the Schultz Frameles
Inflatable Rogallo Experiment i

Schultz of Annapolis, who presented an
oversize model of his "FIRE" (Frameless
Inflatable Rogallo Experiment) soft kite.
Larry borrowed a control bar from Mark
Hergan to get maximum arm extension,
and went through a dozen starts of the
clock-but each time the maneuvers were
incomplete and most of them ended in
collapse. Larry gave up. It appeared n o
one would earn the coveted gold medal.
That's when Jim Miller of Chicago,
Illinois, saw his golden opportunity. He
hurried t o fetch his delta, all eight feet of

it (50 square feet of area). The kite was
one Jim had made earlier in the year and
had been flying for months without realizing it was the "Largest Stunter." Now the
time was right: controlled conditions and
lots of witnesses. And he had n o trouble
meeting the requirements. In fact, he exceeded them by doing numerous loops,
dives, ground sweeps and figure-eights for
about 17 minutes. Jim acknowledged that
his "record" was an easy target for wouldbe claimants. Nevertheless, he intended
Continued on page 79. . .
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7. Using the same tape, make tabs for
the cross-spar and attach them to the
wings, over the wing dowels.
8. Punch a hole in each tab and in the
towing points of the keels.
9 . Taper the ends of the cross-spar (a
pencil sharpener may be used) so that
it can be inserted into the holes in the
mounting tabs.
10. Drill a small hole through each
end of the cross-spar at the points where
it protrudes through the tabs.
11. Wrap the ends of the cross-spar
with tape t o prevent them from going all
the way through the holes in the tabs.
12. Make two 10.5-inch lengths of
looped line (a line with a loop at one end).
13. Attach the unlooped end of the
line t o each end of the cross-spar.
14. Thread these lines through the
tabs as you install the cross-spar.
15. Connect each loop to its corresponding keel when you attach the flying
lines (with a snap swivel, or the like).

Tools
In addition t o the typical kite-making
tools, such as: knife, scissors, straight
edge, tape, etc., you will need a punch
(for making holes) and small drill.
Materials
1 plastic bag (at least 3011 x 3611)
2 dowels 1/41! x 3011 for the wings
1 dowel 1/41! x 3611 for the spine
1 dowel 511611 x 2511 for the cross-spar
First Things First
1. Make a cardboard template of one
wing-with-keel.
2. With, the template as your guide,
cut through the plastic bag with a razor
or knife to create two identical halves
(wing-with-keel combinations).
3. Fold the keels back against their
own wings and tape the two halves of
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the kite together down the centerline
(front and back).
4. Tape a 114-inch dowel along the
centerline down the back of the kite. This
is the spine.
5. Tape a 114-inch dowel along each
wing leading edge, from the bottom up.
6. Reinforce the top leading edges and
towing points of the keels with tape-preferably strapping tape (with fiberglass
filaments).

Flying
For stunting, attach two flying lines,
one at each point of the keels, hooking
up with the loops of the cross-spar lines.
You now have a slow-moving, light-wind,
easy-to-fly stunt kite.
For floating, disconnect the two dowel
lines from the keels and let them hang
loose. Remove one flying line and hook
both keels t o the remaining flying line.
The result is a lightweight, light-wind
delta that you can relax with.

v

FRONT VIEW, BUDGET DELTA STUNTER

CROSS-SPAR

For the Record
.

. .Continued from page 77

to enjoy the limelight "for a minute."
The minute lasted exactly two months
and 17 days.
On December 7, 1986, J o h n Waters of
Lincoln City, Oregon flew a sparless ramair kite, 18%1 wide x 101 211 deep (180
square feet in area). Two beach strollers
signed as witnesses t o the flight, which
lasted 10 minutes and included a dozen
loops in each direction.
However, J o h n wasn't satisfied it was
the largest he could stunt. He obtained
another soft kite, this one measuring 25 1
x 131 411 (at least 330 square feet in area).
On February 5, 1987, h e flew it in Lincoln
City for 15 minutes, making four loops in
each direction. Light 5mph winds made it
possible for J o h n t o self-launch the kite.
Four tourists from Portland signed the
witness sheet.
We capitulate. Six different kiters in
just one year making a serious effort t o
set a record are enough. Largest Stunter
goes on the Kite Lines list.

A Refreshing Alternative. . .

PREMIER KITE LINE
available in 2 0 , 3 0 , or
501b nylon
5 0 0 and
1 , 0 0 0 FT lengths

-

Most Figure-Eights Flown in France
A claim has been submitted by Michel
Trouillet of Nimes / Montpellier, France,

that on August 25, 1986, he flew a stunt
kite through 1,141 figure-eights (2,282
loops) in one hour.
We are impressed not only with the
number of loops in the time span, but
with the direction of interest in stunting
records that this feat represents. We are
awaiting verification and further details as
we go t o press.

d e a l e r s inquiries invited

Kenny Flies More Hyperkites
Young Kenny Frederick of Chula Vista,
California is still a t it-trying t o increase
his own record for most stunt kites flown
in train. On August 23, 1986, at the Washington State International Kite Festival,
Kenny reset the number from 155 t o 179,
flying modified Hyperkites. He followed
the rules by flying for over five minutes
under control and performing loops t o
the left and right. There were four witnesses. However, Kenny did n o t bother t o
tell us about his feat (we learned about it
from other sources), perhaps because he
is going for 200 next time and may consider 179 t o be a trifling interim step.

Follow-Up: The Latest Guinness
The 1987 Guinness Book of Records arrived a t the Kite Lines office in October
1986. The big, colorful original edition,
printed in England, contains four kite
records, in between the ones for kissing
and knitting.

Pwdm

Kite&

4152 NORTH 27TH STREET
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22207
(703) 276-7620

The categories for kiteflying are the been resolved. Until it is, the categories
same as last year: Largest, Greatest Num- Largest and Longest cannot legitimately
ber (flown on one line), Altitude and be combined. We suspect Guinness was
Duration. The first three of these records more interested in saving space in the
remain unchanged, but the Largest Kite is book than in accommodating a new
now said t o be the same as the Longest category. Kite Lines has suggested a full
Kite. It is true that the Thai-type cobra 10 categories t o Guinness and received a
kite made by van den Broek and Kuil in noncommittal answer. Persons interested
1984, a t 2,133 feet long measures 8,288 in a full range of categories in kite records
square feet in area. But we-and other are invited to read Kite Lines and t o send
thoughtful kiters-would dispute that this us your opinions. We will continue t o
is a larger kite than the 5,952 square foot lobby Guinness on your behalf, but we
inflatable airfoil flown by another Dutch need assurance through your voice-your
team in 1981.
vote, if you will-that our suggestions
What part of the cobra was tail and represent the consensus of the kiteflying
what was kite? That question has never community.
V
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Playing Favorites. One of a series.

Two Out of Two Kite Ex erts Questioned
Prefer The Snowflake Ifnd The Flurrie.
"Of all the different varieties of
kites our family makes by hand, The
Snowflake and The Flurrie are our
favorites. W e love their magical shape
and the way they twinkle in the sky.
W e love the wonderful color combinations these kites make and the
fact that they come in two different
sizes. Mom has even made a new one
for this year called The Sunrise. As
with all of our kites, they are packaged
in their own colorful nylon bag and
feature zig-zag stitching for extra
durability. Send for our free color
catalog and pick out your favorites,
but take it from us it's not easy to
do!"

The

KITES

OF THE

FOUR

WINDS
100 Monument Valley Rd.
Great Barrington, MA 0 1230

Sam and Olivia VanSant

(413) 528-4790

The YO-YO with a B R A I N

Perform tricks like a champion! The
YOMEGA's "Brain" lets you "walk the
dog" & "rock the baby" &then returns
YOMEGA to your hand automatically!
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

Voted most

Boston Museum of 5c1ence

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Caffrey Inc.
100 Gifford Ave., Somerset, MA 02726
S e n d Y O M E G A YO-YOS at $12.95
ea. Postage & Handling $2.00 Enclosed17 Mastercard
U Visa
Acct

#

Name
Address
City
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Members of the New Zealand Kitefliers Association gather for a group photograph by
James White that captures the comradeship of kite clubs everywhere.

KITE CLUB DIRECTORYan intermittently updated
referencefrom KITE LINES
our list. If our calculations are

but if we don't know it, we can't
list them.
We have also found that the
dying of a kite organization is
rarely noticed. One day a club is
soaring like a delta and everyone
sees i t in the sky. The next day i t
vanishes from sight like a box kite
with a broken line.
In short, new clubs spring up,
old ones fade away, and the only
thing that remains constant in the
world of kite clubs is . . . change.
Thus, publishing a list is almost an
exercise in futility. But in putting
the directory together we have
held t o a few simple standards.
Have we heard from this group
within the past year? From what
we have heard, is it probable that
there is some degree of unity, activity and continuity? If someone

were t o contact this club, would
he or she likely meet with some
response? If it's a new club, do
we list it immediately?

Kite clubs are as diverse as kitefliers. Some seem t o be the creation of strong-minded individuals;
others are democratically run. A
few de facto clubs are n o more
than kite shop mailing lists, yet a
retailer may provide very well for
club functions. At the other end
of the spectrum are the independent publications, such as Vlieger
and Kite Lines, which provide
communications but shun any
WINTER-SPRING 1987
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Denmark

Barnstaple, Devon
Founded: October, 1976
Dues: L 1.50
Members: 4 6
Contact: Kathleen Pike, 34 Mortimer Road, Rayleigh, Essex SS6

member for one year and in the
Dues: KR 2 5

Members: 2 0

KITE SOCIETY O F GREAT
Our database of kite clubs con-

Founded: 'April, 1983
Members: 300

MIDLANDS KITE FLIERS
Founded: April 1 , 1979
Dues: L 5.00
Members: 9 7

BRITISH COLUMBIA KITEMembers: 30

Dues: L 1.00

BRIGHTON KITE FLYERS

Drive, Clayton Bridge, Manchester M 1 0 6WJ

ham Road, Sheffield, South
Yorkshire S56QB
SHROPSHIRE KITE GROUP

Road, Surrey Hills, Melurne, Victoria 3127

Contact: Tony Slater, 128 Mead-

c of China)

Founded: February, 1979
Road, Trevallyn,
Tasmania 7250

Launceston,

Members: 1 5

COMETEROS DE LA VILLA
Founded: July 19, 1985
Australia 51 5 9
82
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CROYDON KITE GROUP
Founded: June, 1980

Founded: Summer 1 9 8 3

Members: 3 5
Contact: Martine Chatel-Theze,
5 8 rue Jean Bodin, F-49000
Angers

Ireland
ASSOCIATION

Founded: 1986
Contact: A.D.C.V., boite postale
140, F-76204 Dieppe

Italy

KURAYOSHI KITE ASSOCIA-

VLIEGER (Magazine)
Subscription: fl 15 for six issues
Contact: Redaktieteam, 2 Julius
Roentgenstraat, 2551-KT den

Founded: 1978

Comments: Attractive, thorough

CERF-VOLANT CLUB DE
FRANCE
CLUB CERVIA VOLANTE

Contact: Ton Oostveen, 3 9 Meendaal, 6228-GE Maastricht

OSAKA KITE ASSOCIATION
Founded: January 1 5 , 1975
Members: 4 7

New Zealand

Founded: May, 1875
Contact: Masami Matsuta, Toeicho
6-20, Sakata-shi, Yamagata-ken

Members: 1 5
Contact: Thomas Kibelksties, 301
3 1 Marterburg, Bremen 28
DRACHEN CLUB BERLIN
"AERO-FLOTT"
Founded: March 14, 1986

SANJO KITE ASSOCIATION
Founded : 1868 (or earlier)

Scotland

Founded: April 29, 1966
Members: 5 6
k G. McShane, South
vald, East Lothian

DRACHEN CLUB DEUTSCH-

Contact: Makoto Ohye, Toyama-

Members: 4,000 (est.)
Contact: Shoichiro Senda, Hamamatsu-shi, Motohamamatsu 37

Contact: Peter Saayman, 1 1 Fairbridge Street, Parkrand, Boksburg, Transvaal 1460
SOUTH AFRICAN KITE
Founded: 1977
Dues: L 1.OO (Maltese)

Honna, Mobarashi, Chiba 2 9 9 4 1

Street, Cape Town 8001

ITABASHI CHAPTER (Japan
Kite Association)

JAPAN KITE ASSOCIATION

ZADOBA SURF, ROCK AND
KITE ANGLING CLUB
Contact: A. C. Smith, Post Office
Box 1366, Nigel, Transvaal1490
Brederodestraat, 2042-BC
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BEN-FRANKLIN KITE SOCIETY
Founded: October 26, 1985
Dues: $5.00
Members: 29
Contact: Larry Zilar, 1030 West
14th Avenue, Kennewick, WA
99337

CLUB de COMETAS de GETAFE
Founded: September, 1982
Contact: Jose Exposito Aranda,
c/Batres No. 9 , ~ e t a f eMadrid
,

BROOKLYN KITE CLUB
Founded: July 26, 1981
Dues: $15.00
Members: 1 5
Contact: Carmine Santa Maria.
275-94th~street,Brooklyn, NY
11209

GRUPPO COMETA INTERNACIONAL de MALLORCA
Founded: 1984
Contact: Falko Haase, clcalatrava
18, Palma de Mallorca

Sweden

,

CALIFORNIA KITE GROUP
Founded: Auqust 16, 1985
Dues: $8.00
Members: 2 5 (at founding)
Contact: Corey Jensen, 585 Cannery Row, No. 105, Monterey,
CA 93940

I

CENTRAL OHIO KITEFLIERS
ASSOCIATION
Founded: July 12, 1980
Dues: $6.00
Members: 200
Contact: David Holbrook. 457
Pittsfield rive, ort thing ton,
OH 43085

1

CHICAGOLAND SKY LINERS
Founded: March 6, 1982
Dues: $8.00
Members: 168
contact: Charles A. Sotich, 3851

KITEFLIERS O F SWEDEN
Contact Lars Enlund, Ornholmsbrinken 70, 12742 Skarlolmen

I
I

KITE ASSOCIATION O F
THAILAND
Founded: 1932
Contact: Ron Spaulding, 888188
Ploenchit Road, Mahatun Plaza,
Banakok 10500
THAIXITE HERITAGE GROUP
Founded: August 1, 1986
Dues: baht 300
Members: 7 (at founding)
Contact: Ron Spaulding, 888188
Ploenchit Road, Mahatun Plaza,
Bangkok 10500

-

AMERICAN KITEFLIERS
ASSOCIATION
Founded: October 24, 1964
Dues: $15.00
Members: 1,580
Contact: AKA, 1559 Rockville
Pike, Rockville, MD 20852

FINGER LAKES ASSOCIATION
O F KITEFLIERS
Founded: September 30, 1985
Dues: $6.00
Members: 25
Contact: William D. Connors, 116
Bentley Place, Horseheads, NY
14845

ASSOCIATED OREGON KITERS
Founded: 1981
Dues: $5.00
Members: 80
Contact: Eric Forsberg, Post Office
Box 25616, Portland, OR 97225

5/20 KITE GROUP DETROIT
Founded: February 9, 1986
Dues: $5.00
Members: 91
Contact: Bruce J. Jarvie, Post

THE OLDEST

1

Office Box 47257, Oak Park,
MI 48237
FORT WORTH KITEFLIERS
ASSOCIATION
Founded: January 15, 1980
Members: 2 5
Contact: Lois Card, 2320 Yeager
Street, Fort Worth, TX 761 1 2
GATEWAY KITE CLUB
Founded: July, 1985
Dues: $12.00
Members : 20
Contact: Carole Ritter, 3200 Roland Avenue, Belleville, IL 62221
GREATER DELAWARE VALLEY
KITE SOCIETY
Founded: January 17, 1981
Dues: $6.00
Members: 330
Contact: Leonard M. Conover,
Post Office Box 888, Newfield,
NJ 08344
HAWAII KITEFLIERS
ASSOCIATION
Founded: 1968
Dues: $6.00
Members: 100
Contact: Dave Wallace, Post Office
Box 612, Pearl City, HI 96782
HOOSIER KITEFLYERS
ASSOCIATION
Founded: October 20, 1986
Members: 20
Contact: Dave Burdess, Post Office
Box 1041, Anderson, IN 46015

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KITEFLIERS ASSOCIATION
Founded: April 26, 1986
Dues: $15.00 (lifetime)
Members: 4 7
Contact: Bob Hampy, 756 Plumas
Street, Yuba City, CA 95991

Members: 100
Contact: cbnstance Pederson,
1200 Fairhill Road, No. 207,
Cleveland, OH 44 120

KITE SOCIETY O F WISCONSIN
Founded: September 9 , 1978
Dues: $5.00
Members: 65
Contact: Jeffrey Kataoka, 2266
North Prospect, No. 501, Milwaukee, WI 53202

RAINBOW KITEFLIERS
SOCIETY
Founded: September 26, 1982
Dues: $10.00
Members: 8 5
Contact: Kevin Olds, Post Office
Box 4344, Flint, MI 48504

KITES OVER NEW ENGLAND

RARITAN AREA FLIERS
Founded: October 17, 1986
Dues: $6.00
Members : 60
-Contact: Raymond V. Brandes
Post Office Box 1094, Edison,
NJ 08818

I Founded: March, 1980

LONG MEADOW KITEFLIERS
Founded: September 19, 1970
Dues: None
Members: 30
Contact: Edwain L. Grauel, 799
Elmwood Terrace, Rochester,
NY 14620
MARYLAND KITE SOCIETY
Founded: January 25, 1969
Dues: $8.00
Members: 150
Contact: William A. Rutiser, 8412
Townecrest Court, Gaithersburg,
MD 20877
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NORTHAMPTON KITEFLIERS
ASSOCIATION
Founded: April, 1981
Dues: None
Members: 1 5
Contact: Dorothea Szabo. 1 2
Bridge Street, ~ o r t h a m p t o n ,
MA 01060

PORTABLE AIR FORCE
Founded: September 15, 1984
Dues: None
Members: 1 5
Contact: Robert Gregory, Post Office Box 855, Omak, WA 98841

LONG ISLAND KITEFLIERS
ASSOCIATION
Founded: April 1, 1973
Dues: None
Members: 60
Contact: James T. Linnen, Post
Office Box 547, Yaphank, NY
11980

KITE LINES

NEWPORT KITE GROUP
Founded: February 22, 1986
Dues: $5.00
Members: 4 2
Contact: Anthony Bisbano Jr., 196
Homestead Lane, Portsmouth,
RI 02871

KITE LINES (Magazine)
Founded: 1977
Subscription: $1 1 .OO (four issues)
Circulation: 10,000
Contact: Valerie Govig, PublisherEditor, 7106 Campfield Road,
Baltimore, MD 21207

Dues: $5.00
Members: 90
Contact: Hank Manseau. 3 3 Ledqewood Road, ~ r a m i n b h a m ,MA
01701

84

MINNESOTA KITE SOCIETY
Founded: September 1, 1985
Dues: $5.00
Members: 6
Contact: James W. Ogland, Post
Office Box 776, Wayzata, MN
55391

TEXAS FLYERS
Founded: 1986
Contact: Lymon Hall, 4014 Richmond Avenue, Houston, TX
77027

Members: 190
Contact: Pacific Science Center,
200 Second Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109

Males
SNOWDON BALLOON, KITE
AND HANG GLIDING CLUB
Founded: October 25, 1984
Dues: L 1.00
Members: 2 3
Contact: Mike Bithell, 1 1 Bontuchaf, Bethesda, Gwynedd

9

KITEB

Manufacturer and Exporter
of all kinds of kttes and windsocks
For more information, please contact

@MODERN

TOYS MAKERS CO.

P 0 Box 3 5 - 6 Taipei Ta~wanR 0 C

Tel (02)9228798,9234226,9225584
Telex 34380 MOTOYS

Designed and entirely handcrafted by
Bob Ingraham, founder of the American
Kitefliers Association and KlTE TALES
magazine (predecessor of KlTE LINES).
Now with all fiberglass sparsunbreakable, flexible and won't warp.
Spars have soft fabric protectors.
Made entirely of high grade ripstop
nylon with removable winq and center
spars. Has 7-foot span. Sewn entirely in
attractive creative stitching.
Flies in exceptionallv low wind
velocities, is highly responsive to
thermal l i f t and has wide wind range
capability. Easily erected with
unbreakable slip-in type spreader bar.
Two-color design on canopy and keel.
$39.95 each
plus $2.50 shipping and handling

Order from:

Bob Ingraham
-

3 15 N. Bityard St.
Silver City, N.M. 88061
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Mike Bithell writes: I call this kite the legged, but it is adjusted so that the back
Eight-Winged Box, but it is a variation on two legs are redundant and hang loosely.
the Dymaxion Box, which is a part of a I use the back two bridle points to hang a
series of kites I am developing based on tail (or tails) from nowadays.
the shape of the Platonic-(regular) and
The sails are made from ripstop nylon
the Archimedean (semi-regular) solids.
with the grain following the leading edges.
Both designs use square pieces of They are hemmed, but not taped. The
fabric for the outer wings. The squares cells are sewn t o the wings and then pockare connected along their diagonals t o ets are sewn into the cells t o take the 1/4inch dowel longerons. The cell bracers are
the four outer edges of the central box.
The Dymaxion Box has the cell width 318-inch dowels. The kite is 3811 tall and
equal t o the side of the wing square. This the wingspan is 4911. I built the kite in
design produces what can only be called a 1986.
The kite has been displayed a t workhigh-aspect ratio kite. The Dymaxion Box
flies really well and has quite an impressive shops and has flown o n hills and mountains around Bethesda and, of course, on
tumbling ability.
The Eight-Winged Box has the cell Pant Dreiniog, our local flying site.
The photograph was taken by Malcolm
width equal t o one-third the diagonal of
the wing square. This design produces a Boater, a founder-member of the Snowdon
kite that will fly in light winds with great Balloon, Kite and Hang Gliding Club-and
stability. Unfortunately, the Eight-Winged a good friend of mine.
The scenery in Wales is magnificent,
Box starts t o misbehave sooner as the
wind speed increases. Then it becomes especially in Snowdonia, the perfect
more lively and has been known t o go backdrop for airborne sculpture. Sheep
over the top. In fresh t o strong winds, the and hill ponies are grazed on the mounkite needs a tail. The Eight-Winged Box tains and there is a huge slate quarry
can also tumble, but it is not as good at overlooking Bethesda. Our local flying
site used t o be a slate quarry, then a rubthis game as the Dymaxion Box.
he bridling on these kites is the sim- bish dump and, finally, was reclaimed in
ple two-leg yoke. I started flying them on the early 1970s. Now we fly kites on it-a
four-leg bridles, but they seem happier on very sensible use for old slate quarries,
two. The bridle in the photograph is four- I am sure you will agree.

EIGHT-WINGED

w
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HIS KITE LINES SERIES features a
reader's kite picture on a whole page
in full color in each issue. Yours could be
the next one! What kind of kite photograph qualifies for this honor?
First, the kite must fly well. Supporting information must be included describing the kite's typical flight and giving its
dimensions, materials and history.
Second, the kite must be beautiful.
Agreed, beauty is in the sky of the beholder. This is an openly subjective criterion.
Third, the kite must show some quality
of originality in either form, craftsmanship, color, decoration or use of attached
elements.
Fourth, the photograph (as a separate
consideration from the kite in it) must be
of high artistic and technical qualitysharp, well-framed, rich in color. For
printing, we prefer 35mm or larger transparencies. We can also use color prints if
they are 811 x 1011 or larger. Tip: we favor
vertical format over horizontal.
The photograph should be taken in
one of two modes: as a close-up of the
kite in the sky, the kite filling a t least
one-third of the film area; or as a background-inclusive shot, showing people,
scenery, etc., behind the kite. In any case,
the kite should be shown well, although
not necessarily flying, as long as the supporting information establishes the kite's
flyability. In fact, background features
give a reference point and sometimes
increased interest to a picture.
We suggest you take many pictures of
the kite. Snap it in the sky, at festivals,
morning, noon and night-even indoors
on display. Discard any preconceptions of
what a "correct" kite photograph should
be. Then send us no more than five
photographs of one kite at a time. T o
avoid risk of sending an original transparency or photograph, you may send a
duplicate for review.
Ship in stiff protective packaging and
enclose a self-addressed envelope with
stamps or international reply coupons for
return of your material-otherwise, we
cannot guarantee its return.
Photographs submitted must be not
previously published. After publication in
Kite Lines, further rights revert to the
photographer and kitemaker.
Kite Lines credits both kitemakers and
photographers. A photographer may take
pictures of a kite not his or her own, but
in such case should ask the kitemaker's
help in supplying information for the submission. You are invited t o enter! You have
nothing t o lose but your obscurity.

v
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10 feet of

beauty in a 19-inch bag

Classifieds are limited to noncommercial and
personal advertisers. Rates are $1 .OO per word,
$10.00 minimum, payable in advance. Send
copy and payment t o : KITE LINES. 7106
Campfield Road, Baltimore, MD 21207-4699.

easy magic-wand breakdown system for travel
Land;;;z2r.;.-

WANTED
KITEFLIERS AND SALESPEOPLE needed for
seasonal and year-round positions. Experience
and knowledge of kites preferred. Bonuses and
nice benefits. Contact: Kitty Hawk Kites, Box
340, Nags Head, NC 27959, (9191 441-4124.

JERRY'S KITES
3010 Elm St.
an Diego, CA 92102
619-235-9147

FOR SALE
KITES FROM UMBRELLAS. For instructions,
send $3.00 to: Hennormen News Store, 197
Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn. N Y 11217.

or special designs, ask
for quote: Tony Cyphert
3734 Madison Avenue
619-280-3075

b

Quality Large Deltas & More

Quality kites since 1971. Mail
order and wholesale. Inexpensive advertising premium kites.
"Fly me" paper bag kites
for schools, group projects,
promotions.

UME KITE FACTORY',

Ripstop Nylon & Fiberglass
Construction
Flat Felled Seaming
Hand Crafted with Care
Send S.A.S.E. for complete
information

THE GREAT CANADIAN
KITE COMPANY
827 Victoria St.
Kincardine, Ontario
Canada, N2Z 2B4

Box 9081, Seattle, WA 98109
(206) 285-6262

L

DIAMOND KITES

L

314

OZ. ripstop nylon

'0

Free Brochure

kN::k!

L 2786 West Creek Rd
Newfane, N Y
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